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ine months ago, 
I notified the 

EMCS Board of 
Directors of my 
intent to retire as 
editor of the 
Newsletter after I 
completed my 120th 

issue encompassing 

ROBERT D. GOLDBLUM the past 30 years. 
EDITOR Thus, this is my last 

issue as editor. By no means does this mean 
that I am retiring from work. I feel that I 
have taken my turn as editor and it is now 
someone else's turn. 

The Board of Directors has selected my 
successor, Janet O'Neil, the daughter of Fred 
J. Nichols, who was an ardent supporter of 
the EMCS. Janet is vibrant, energetic, and 
deeply involved in many EMC projects and 
events. In fact, she served as an associate 
editor over the past year and her column can 
be seen on page 4 of this issue. Janet now 
appears as an associate editor on page 3. Her 
place at the top will begin with the next issue 
late this summer. I offer Janet my best 
wishes for success and longevity at this new 
and challenging undertaking. 

It is difficult for me to relinquish this 
position since the IEEE EMCS has given so 
much to me. I became the editor in 1967 
after Rex Daniels, editor for the first 10 years, 
searched for a replacement for at least two of 
those 10 years. Having accepted the 
Newsletter challenge, I was subsequently 
appointed Chairman of the 1971 EMC 
Symposium. Although I asserted that I was 
an "unknown," Dr. Ralph Showers reassured 
me that I would gain the required exposure 
as editor of the Newsletter. The planning 
and conducting of the Symposium, together 
with the preparation of the Newsletter, led to 
visions of a new publication totally dedicated 
to the EMC industry and provided the 
contacts necessary to establish the 
publication ITEM in 1971. One thing led to 
another, resulting in a rather successful career 
in the EMC business. 

I mention these things because I know 
many other individuals who have voluntarily 
served on professional society EMC 
organizations and have experienced s1milar 
rewards. I want to encourage young EMC 
engineers who are still mapping their careers 
to volunteer and participate in EMC Society 
activities. Certainly, much of the return is 
self-satisfaction and increased self-esteem. 
These all contribute to optimizing a career. 

There are a lot of people who I should 
thank and acknowledge. First are the associate 
editors. These are the people who have 
continuously submitted material for the 
Newsletter with a minimum of reminders, on 
time and without much acknowledgment. 
Unfortunate,ly, my records on the associate 
editors are somewhat disorganized and I do not 
have all back issues of the Newsletter. (Who 
would have thought I would have had to go 
back so far to gather this information.) But 
with the help of recollections from most of the 
associate editors, I have compiled some stats 
which I believe to be relatively accurate. 

Bill Duff, the associate editor for EMC 
Personality Profiles, told me recently that he 
first started as the associate editor for 
Problems and Solutions some 20 or 25 years 
ago. My copy of the October 1971 issue lists 
Bill as the associate editor for Steering 
Committee Reports. He and Ira (Marty) 
Berman were the first two associate editors. 
Marty resigned in 1973 when he left our 
industry. Bill Duff is still going strong and 
continues to profile notable members of our 
EMC Society for the Newsletter. Thus, I 
owe a special thanks to Bill for all his years of 
support and dedication. 

It was in 1983 that Anthony Zimbalatti 
finally accepted my prodding to write a column 
on Point and Counterpoint. His arguments 
were always stimulating and often 
controversial, and I was sorry when he resigned 
in 1996. Bill McGinnis took over Abstracts in 
1985 and continues the job as the Abstracts 
Associate editor. I have to thank Ed 
Bronaugh, who from 1973 to 1983, handled 
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the EMC Abstracts and was responsible 
for Application Notes from 1983 to 
1996: The best Don Heirman and I 
could piece together was that he started 
as an associate editor for the Newsletter 
around 1988. But my records show him 
writing the BoD reports in 1983. Norm 
Violette and Ray Perez started together 
as Book Review editors in 1990 and 
continue to do excellent work in 
reviewing and critiquing a full harvest of 
EMC books. 

Next to join the staff was Todd 
Hu bing, who took over Chapter Chatter 
in 1992. With his great sense of humor, 
Todd reminds me of Marty Berman. 
Stick with it, Todd. And now there are 
two relatively new associate editors, 
Bob Rothenberg and Janet O'Neil. Bob 
had repeatedly volunteered to 
participate and we finally got it together 
last year. Hopefully, Bob will continue 
to compile practical papers for the 
Newsletter. Janet started last year by 
reporting on EMC Board of Director 
activities, which I hope she will 
continue to do as Editor of the 
Newsletter. No, I haven't forgotten 
Dick Ford. It's just that neither of us 
can remember his first issue. Dick took 
over as the photographer for the 
Newsletter after Fred Nichols passed 
away in 1990, and reported on EMC 
BoD activities for awhile. 

Before I sign off, I look closer to 
home and give special thanks to 
Michele Elkes, who served as my 
ghostwriter, English editor and associate 
editor point of contact. Thanks also to 
Chris Frost, who served as production 
manager for the past eight years by 
providing the coordination with the 
printers, IEEE headquarters and 
mailing houses, and to Patricia Shea for 
graphics, layout and typesetting. I must 
also thank my wife, Barbara, who gave 
me support and love as issue after issue 
blended into memories. 

By chance of fate, I have come across 
a few older issues of the EMC 
Newsletter. Since we have some extra 
space in this issue, I would like to reprint 
some of the material as examples of how 
things have changed, and as examples of 
how things have not changed. This 
special section starts on page 23. 

Congratulations Janet, your Dad 

would be proud. 
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BILL GJERTSON 
PRESIDENT, 

EMC SOCIETY 

1997 continues to be a great EMC year with 
the EMC Society membership at spz3 

and growing. EMC activities are numerous, job 
opportunities for EMC Engine~,rs are outstan!ding 
and the development of electronic products 
requiring EMC engineering continues at a 
phenomenal rate. Exciting work and professional 
growth for EMC engineers are everywhere. 

The Zurich 1997 EMC Symposium was a' 
huge success and the IEEE EMC Society Bo"rd 
of Directors and officers were there as a group: to 
represent your international EMC Society and 
benefit from the experience. Actually, with 
regard to format, the EMC Zurich '97 Symposium 
was a typical EMC Symposium and many of the 
attendees were fellow EMC engineers you would 

expect to see at any EMC Symposium. In fact many of our members, including 
Directors, presented papers at EMC Zurich '97. However, this EMC Symposium 
was at a non-U.S. location. So what's my point? · 

The IEEE is an international organization and the EMC Society is an 
international Society. You, the members, and your personal affiliations (companies, 
universities and other organizations) have enabled this transition from national to 
transnational, which I believe began years ago and which you have furthered each · 
year. The EMC Zurich '97 Symposium was not an international IEEE symposium in 
name, although the IEEE EMC Society had made a cooperating agreement as we , 
have done previously with EMC Zurich '97 and other "Outside-the-U.S." EMC 
Symposiums such as those held in Wroclaw, Rome, and the UK. 

Engineering is international, EMC is international and our EMC Society is truly 
international. Ferdie Mayer, our Transnational Committee Chairman, the spearhead 
of our international activities within the Professional Services Directorate, was active 
at the EMC Zurich '97 Symposium, particularly at the IEEE EMC Society Booth. 
Another very involved chairman was Don Heirman of the EMC Standards 
Committee. The Standards Committee held a meeting at the Zurich Symposium and 
many visitors attended. Numerous EMCS Directors participated in the EMC Society 
booth and at various events associated with the EMC Zurich '97 Symposium. At the 
close of the EMC Zurich '97 Symposium, the EMC Society hosted a reception for 
invited EMC Zurich '97 participants and held a Board of Directors' meeting open to 
all. The EMC Zurich '97 event does focus our thoughts on international EMC and 
the activities of our fellow EMC engineers. 

Are we one big happy international Society or are we challenged with. issues , 
we must face and undertake before we can rightly claim to be an international 
EMC Society? We all must make this assessment and act accordingly. 
Globalization is an IEEE goal and one we, the EMC Society, aspires to aswe 
march forward. We need to benefit from the EMC Zurich '97 experience and 
implement some international initiatives to support globalization of our Society 
and the Institute. 

At our Board of Directors' meeting, a number of ideas to benefit our 
members worldwide were discussed. They included scheduling a tutorial at the 
EMC Symposium in Austin to be presented by a Zurich instructor, investigation 
into financial assistance to symposium authors and other attendees, and financial · 
support toward membership for selected areas and/or groups. We have always 
been able to identify areas where financial help would help. Now we need to 
become economists and use the EMC Society fonds for the maximum benefit of · 
the members. This is our mandate. We ask for your help. Again, volunte~r time : 
and funds! Your thoughts and ideas in really promoting and expanding th~ 
"International IEEE EMC Society" are requested and always welcome. 



IEEE EMC Society 
Technical Committees 
(Thanks to the new Chairman of the Technical Activities Committee {TAC), Kimball 
Williams for this article.) 
The IEEE EMC Society is made up of several committees which oversee 
specific activities of the Society. Orie of these groups is the organization that 
we call the Technical Committees. These committees provide technical 
guidance to the Board of Directors and the general membership. Each of the 
nine technical committees provides expertise in a particular technical area. 

Responsibilities of the technical committees include: 
• Periodically sponsoring workshops or special sessions at the annual 

symposium 
• Reviewing papers submitted for presentation at IEEE EMC Society

sponsored symposia 
• Initiating or contributing to standards activity in their technical area 
• Monitoring and informing the membership of new developments in their 

technical area 
• Providing technical assistance and advice to the EMC Society Board of 

Directors 
The committees are focused toward specific aspects of EMC engineering. 
These focuses are indicated by the committee names. 

One regular meeting of each of the technical committees occurs in 
conjunction with the IEEE EMC Symposium. This year, these meetings will 
occur on Tuesday and Wednesday during the symposium week in Austin, 
TX. We invite all interested individuals to check for the meeting times and 
locations and drop by. 

To help you select which particular committees might be of interest to 
you, the following is a description of the charter of each of the committees. If 
you have a special interest in the activities of a particular committee, please 
contact the chairperson now and begin to get involved in the committee's 
activities right away. There is no need to wait until August. We look forward 
to working with you. 

TC-1 EMC Management 
This committee is concerned with the management aspects needed to assist 
in the development of in-house EMC programs and in the development of 
management tools by which EMC requirements can be integrated into the 
various phases of system development. These phases include design, produc
tion and quality assurance. Applicable standards (commercial or military), 
control plans, test plans, design guides, and personnel on-the-job training are 
typical areas of concern for this committee. 
Chai,person: Mr. Scott Davies, Qualcomm, Inc. 
6455 Lusk Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 
Phone: (619) 658-3077; FAX: (619) 658-3930 
E-mail: sdavies@qualcomm.com 

TC-2 EMC Measurements 
This committee is concerned with the measurement and instrumentation 
requirements in EMC standards and procedures and how they are inter
preted. The committed is also concerned with the adequacy of measurement 
procedures and measurement instrumentation specifications for radiated and 
conducted emission and susceptibility tests and the rationale for performance 
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JANET O'NEIL 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

During the EMC Society Board 
of Directors' reception in 
Zurich, Board members Andrew 
Podgorski (I) and Kimball 
Wiffiams (C) converse. 
Ryszard G. Struzak (r), a 
member of the International 
Telecommunications Union 
(ITU), Radio Regulations Board, 
Switzerland, is also pictured. 
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The first meeting in 1997 for the EMC 
Society Board of Directors was held in 

Zurich, Switzerland on February 21. This 
meeting was scheduled in conjunction with 
the EMC Conference held biannually at the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. In 
attendance were President Bill Gjercson, Vice
President Dan Hoolihan, Secretary Janet 
O'Neil, and Board members Kimball Williams, 
Andrew Podgorski, Andy Drozd, Dick Ford, 
Norm Violette, Todd Hubing, Len Carlson, 
Bob Hoffman, Bill Ritenour, Don Sweeney, 
Don Heirman, and Joe Butler. Absent Board 
members were Bill McGinnis, Jim Muccioli, 
Bill Duff, Warren Kesselman, and Herb Zajac. 
Guests present included Leo Makowski, Ed 
Bronaugh, Constance Brown, Patricia 
Fitzgerald, Gabriel Meyer, Matk Y.~_n_Hel_VQOr_t, 
Barry Walle°ii,'tfag Bjorklof; -Diethard Hansen, 
and Albert Biggs. _____ ___________________ ----······ 

President Gjertson called the meeting to 
order at 10:00 am. He thanked Dr. Meyer, 
Chairman of the EMC Conference, for the 
hospitality his committee had extended to the 
Board during its visit to Zurich. A round of 
introductions was made. 

The agenda for this meeting was different 
than for previous Board meetings. Since the 
Board was holding an open meeting with 
guests, the agenda was tailored not towards 
specific reports, but rather towards 
presentations by the four ServiceDirectors -
and the Vice-President to provide an overview 
of the activities of the EMC Society Board of 
Directors. Thus, Vice-President Dan 
Hoolihan spoke first about the Society's Long 
Range Plan which is reviewed every two 
years. The goals and objectives of the plan 
were addressed. It was noted that the long 
range strategy of the Society has not changed 
significantly over the past five years. 
Increased member benefits, expanding EMC 
education, and standards development 
continue to receive top priority. Joe Butler, 

Director for 
Technical 
Services, 
spoke about 
the 
committees 
under his 
directorship 
and advised 
how they are 
specifically 
addressing the 
Long Range 
Plan. Leo 
Makowski, 
Representative 
Advisory 

Committee (RAC) Chairman, discussed the 
many professional organizations with inte(ests 
related to EMC. He described how che EMC 
Society liaisons with some of thes_e 
organizations to further enhance. mutual 
interests. , 

Todd Hubing, Director for ~einber 
Services, reviewed the activides df :his , 
directorship. He encouraged the formation of 
new EMC Society chapters internationally. 
The membership applicatiori process has Been 
streamlined to make it easiet: to jdiri. both tlhe 
IEEE and the EMC Society ~t the ~ame t~me. 
The short term goal is to attr~ct new inter~ 
national members from Regions 8; 9 and lp. 

Len Carlson, Director for Communication 
Services, discussed the CD ROM project : 
being undertaken by his directorship. Thi~ is 
their key contribution to the ;Long l,lange Plan 
as this project--provides--a-signi-fieant:memher -
benefit. The CD ROM set of four discs will 
include the symposium records frorri all th~ 
past IEEE EMC Society symposia. _This 'Yill 
be sold at a greatly reduced price to 'EMC ! 
Society members. ; ' _ : 

Norm Violette, Director for Profession~! 
Services, followed with his presentation. 'l)'he 
current emphasis of his directorship is : 
transnational activities. It wal, reported th~t 16 
new members were signed up in. Zurich at fhe 
IEEE EMC Society member~hip booth. Tjhe 
Society will participate as a co~spons,or with; 
several upcoming EMC conf~rencys· in i 

Europe. The IEEE EMC So~iety 
membership booth will be set' up at these . 
conferences to promote membership underl 
the able stewardship of Ferdy; Mayer who i~ 
based in France. Dr. Mayer's skill inJour 
languages enables him to uniquely promote 
the EMC Society internationa:lly. , 

Don Heirman, Standards Committee i 
Chairman, next gave a report on che activiti¢s 
of his committee. He reviewed the igenda • 
from their committee meeting which was hJld 
immediately prior to the Board meeting. ; 
Some 35 people attended this meeting. Onb 
of the reasons the Board decided to hold a i 
meeting in Zurich was to encoµrage outreach 
efforts to international members of the EM¢ 
community. International volunteers were ! 
sought out to work with the EMC Society iii 
developing standards and on v~rious other ; 
committees. The goal is to enhance the gloial 
perspective of the activities of'the EMC 
Society. At the morning meeting, th~ 
Standards Committee Organization Chart w. s 
presented. Mr. Heirman announced that ov~r 
the past three years, the committee has gon~ 
from a strictly U.S.-based focus. to a ~ew global 
focus. The new organization structtire refleqts 
this shift to a global emphasis. 'Mr. Heirman, 



was very pleased with the international 
interest in the Standards Committee as 
evidenced by the many visitors at their 
meeting. He noted that the Europeans 
at his meeting were concerned with 
issues related to surge testing/power 
quality and also to the testing of 
modular computer components. 

The Board then adjourned for 
lunch. This was a special treat as Dr. 
Meyer, of the Swiss Federal Institute, 
organized a private luncheon for the 
Board members and guests at the 
private faculty club which is located on 
the top floor of the Institute. The club 
features panoramic views of the city of 
Zurich, the lake, and the surrounding 
hills. Fortunately, the day was clear 
and sunny so the view could be enjoyed 
to its full potential. 

After lunch, the meeting 
reconvened with the report of Kimball 
Williams, Chairman of the Education 
Committee. Mr. Williams is also the 
new Technical Activities Committee 
(TAC) Chairman. He advised that all 
the TAC Chairmen will meet during 
the symposium in Austin. A database of 
all TAC members will be completed by 
the Austin meeting. 

Todd Hubing commented upon the 
recent IEEE membership conference 
in New York which he attended. He 
noted that the emphasis was on 
"GOLD," or Graduates Of the Last 
Decade. The IEEE is trying a new 
program to recruit and retain graduate 
engineers. Mr. Hubing also noted that 

the proposed Distinguished Lecturer 
program for Europe is being evaluated. 
Obstacles to the program include 
language barriers, travel logistics, and 
conflicting topics of interest. 

Under new business, a general 
discussion was held concerning the 
topic of assisting those engineers who 
could not otherwise attend the IEEE 
EMC Symposia due to financial 
limitations. It was noted that this issue 
is being addressed by the Austin 
symposium committee. For example, 
the call for papers to authors stated that 
financial assistance may be extended to 
authors whose papers are accepted and 
who require financial assistance to 
attend the symposium and present a 
paper. Also under new business, the 
Board discussed the possible need for a 
new Technical Committee to address 
the area of medical devices and EMC. 
Lastly, Norm Violette personally 
invited everyone present to attend the 
one day EMC conference organized by 
the Washington DC EMC Society 
chapter. This will be held on May 1, 
1997. 

President Gjertson concluded the 
meeting by once again thanking Dr. 
Meyer and his committee for all their 
efforts towards making the Board's visit 
to Zurich a tremendous success. The 
meeting adjourned at 5:00 PM. 

Other Highlights of the 
Zurich Board Meeting 
The EMC Society Board of Directors 

Art Wall of the FCC addresses the '12th 
International Symposium and Technical 
Exhibition on EMC" attendees as the keynote 
speaker during the opening ceremony. 

had two reserved tables at the 
Wednesday evening symposium 
banquet which was held at the Grand 
Hotel Dolder in Zurich. One of the 
most poignant moments for EMC 
Society members attending the 
conference occurred at this banquet. 
Leading EMC Society member Clayton 
R. Paul officially announced his 
retirement as Chairman of the 
Technical Committee for the Zurich 
EMC conference, a position he has held 
for many years. In his speech, he 
commented upon the lasting 
international friendships he has forged 
as a result of his participation with this 
conference. His able replacement will 
be Fred Tesche. 

The Board hosted an informal 
cocktail reception at the Hotel 
Tiefenau on Thursday evening during 
the conference week. The purpose of 
the reception was to enhance dialogue 

1 between the EMC Society and those 
active internationally in EMC. This 

, was an ideal opportunity to educate 
~ ~i,,l,';.;, 1, potential volunteers on the benefits of 

The EMC Society Board of Directors meeting was held immediately following the Zurich 
Symposium. 

involvement in the EMC Society. 
More importantly, it was also an 
opportunity for the Board to benefit 
from the tremendous experience and 
unique perspective of the international 
EMC community. 

' On Friday evening after the Board 
I meeting, several Board members could 

be seen shopping on the famous 
Bahnhofstrasse and later dining at the 

1 Raclette Stubbe, a restaurant as famous 
for its traditional Swiss fondue as for its 
location within the red light district of 
Zurich. 
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TODD HUBING 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

At an EMC Chapter 
meeting, you can 
trade war stories, 
catch up on the 
latest developments 
in your field, and tell 
that joke about the 
three-leaded bypass 
capacitor. Yes, 
chapter meetings 
are one place where 
even an EMC 
engineer can be the 
life of the party. 
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Sociologists and psychologists are just 
beginning to understand the complex role 

that EMC engineers play in our society. Newly 
released studies help to explain why we EMC 

engineers are the way we are. In one classic 
study, a thousand professional men and women 
were asked to describe an 8-ounce glass 
containing 4 ounces of water. Sixty-eight 
percent of the respondents described the glass 
as being half full. These people were 
optimises: up-beat people, often entrepreneurs, 
who could generally be described as "the life of 
che party." Thiny-one percent of the 
respondents described the glass as being half
empty. These people tended co be pessimists: 
practical people, always prepared for the worst, 
people who rarely attend parties because they 
don't expect them to be much fun. One 
percent of the respondents described the glass 
as being 6 dB below the limit. All of them were 
EMC engineers. People in this category are 
rarely invited to parties. 

Other studies reveal that EMC is habit
forming. Few people start out wanting to be an 
EMC engineer. Usually a person's first 
experience in an EMC laboratory is the result 
of peer pressure or economic necessity. 
Although visits to the EMC laboratory may be 
unpleasant at first, successes in the lab cause 
endorphins to be released in the brains of 
unsuspecting individuals, giving them a sense 
of accomplishment and job security. These 
same individuals may become nervous or 
depressed when they are unable co obtain 
frequent EMC "fixes." Once a person acquires 
a reputation as an EMC engineer, they are 
called upon to spend more time in the lab - a 
vicious circle that consumes people who might 
otherwise have led normal interesting lives. Are 
you addicted to EMC? To find out, ask 
yourself the following questions: 
• Do you have any children/pets with names 

like Maxwell, Faraday, or Sparky? 
• Have you ever used the term "common

mode" in a social conversation? 
• Have you added ferrite cores co any of your 

home appliances? 
• Do you look for the FCC or CE mark on 

products when you shop? 
• Do you wear anti-static clothing at home? 
• Does your favorite StarTrek Voyager 

character wear a blue uniform? 
If you answered yes to two or more of these 
questions, you may be an EMC junky. Do not 
panic however. Many EMC engineers are able 
to live nearly normal lives. The key is to get 

out of the lab once in a while. Be¢ome 
reacquainted with your family. Develop other 
hobbies and interests. And above all, keep in 
mind the fact that most people do.n't want to 
hear about why their electronic d~vices are 
compliant. They would rather talk about more 
interesting subjects, like the weaqier. If you 
want to talk co like-minded people about · 
EMC, I suggest you attend your 16C:al IEEE 
EMC Society chapter meeting. At an EMC 
Chapter meeting, you can trade wat stories., 
catch up on the latest developmend in your 
field, and tell that joke about the three-leaded 
bypass capacitor. Yes, chapter meetings are 
one place where even an EMC engineer can 
be the life of the party. · ' 

Atlanta 
Bruce Crain, Chairman of the Atlanta chapter, 
reports that the November 1996 rneeting w;as 
held at the Lockheed Martin Aeronautical · 
Systems plant in Marietta, GA and featured 
EMCS Distinguished Lecturer Hugh Den4y. 
Mr. Denny gave an excellent presentation ! 
abouc the evolution of EMI requirements apd 
testing on medical devices. Mr. Denny is a! 
forerunner in the area of RF susceptibility 1 

testing of medical pacemakers and offered l), 

first-hand historical perspective of this i 
fascinating topic. The formal prese~tation tas 
followed by a spirited discussion among thel 
attendees, who included several . ! 
representatives from local medical device · I 
manufacturers. Thanks co Dave Millard of tbe 
Georgia Tech Research Institute, the Atlan~a 
Chapter now has a home page on the World : 
Wide Web: http://seal.gatech.edu/E)E)ED/ie+e
emc-atl '. i ! '! 

: j 

Central New England i 
I 

Lee Hill, EMC Consultant and former IEEE 
. I 

EMC Society Distinguished Lectur~r, was tp.e 
speaker at the December meeting of the l 
Central New England chapter. Lee's topic 
was "Ground Plane Gaps, Common Mode 
Voltages and Radiated EMI in Multi-Layer 
Printed Circuit Boards." The presence of 
common mode current on the extenial cables 
of electronic equipment is often a primary 
source of radiated electromagnetic 
interference. Segmented, gapped and/or 
narrow width ground plane geometries in I 
multi-layer printed circuit board desigrs can j 
reduce the magnitude of these currents. Th~ 
presentation reviewed the results of r¢cent . j 
research and experiments to explore and l 



develop a better understanding of the inductance, common 
mode voltage, and the fundamental mech~nisms responsible 
for radiated EMI from the PCB introduced by ground plane 
geometries. The meeting in February featured John Osburn 
of EMC Test Systems in Austin, Texas. John's presentation 
was titled, "The GTEM! What is it? Where has it Been? 

Where is it Going?" The GHz Transverse Electromagnetic 
Cell, or GTEM, is a relatively new type of test instrument for 
making electromagnetic field measurements. In most cases 

GTEM is the preferred alternative to both the Open Area 
Test Site and the semi-anechoic Chamber. John reviewed the 
status of regulatory acceptance for GTEM cells. 

Israel 
In December, the Israeli IEEE EMC Chapter held a one-day 
workshop on the topic of "Safety Aspects in EMC." Over 60 
members and guests from all over Israel attended. The large 
attendance was not surprising, as the workshop dealt with 
"hot" issues like hazards of EM fields to personnel and to 
ordnance, and product safety considerations related to EMC. 
The workshop was hosted by TELRAD, the Israeli 
telecommunications company, for the second consecutive 
year and featured seven technical presentations. Dr. A. 
Vilensky, of Rambam Hospital, gave a presentation titled 
"One Hundred Years of Radio - One Hundred Years of 
Medical Hazards?" Dr. S. Diemant, of the Ministry of the 
Environment, spoke on "The Responsibility of the Ministry 
of Environment with Respect to Non-Ionizing Radiation." 
Mr. Oren Hartal, of RAFAEL/ADA, gave a talk titled 
"Limitations in Radiation Hazards Measurements." Mr. 
Michael Bron, of ITL, presented "Standards for ITE Product 
Safety." "Radiation Emission Standards for RF Systems" was 
the title of a presentation by Mr. Ra'anan Baruch, of the Israel 
Institution of Standards. Mr. Moshe Henig, of Telrad, gave a 
presentation on "Product Safety Requirements in FCC Part 
68 for Telephony Equipment." 

The workshop concluded with a presentation by Mr. 
Moshe Netzer, of RAFAEL/ADA, on "EMC in Electrically 

Dr. Yoss/ Pecker discussing EMT Issues in power 
distribution networks. 

Initiated Explosive Devices - Initiation Circuits and 
Armament Systems." Also at this meeting, Mr. Rafi 
Rubinstein, one of the founders of the chapter, was presented 
a Certificate of Appreciation awarded by the IEEE EMC 
Society. This was a great opportunity for Mr. Rubinstein to 
reminisce about the first days of the Chapter and about the 

highlight of his term as chairman, when the chapter held the 
1992 IEEE Regional Symposium on EMC, which opened the 
way to hosting the 2003 IEEE EMC Society International 
Symposium. The chapter held its first meeting of 1997 in 
March. This meeting featured a technical excursion to the 
newest and most modern electrical power station in Israel, the 
Orot Rabin ("The Lights of Rabin") named after the late 
Prime Minister Rabin. The visit was hosted by the Israel 
Electric Company. Thirty-five chapter members and guests 
participated in the tour, which included technical 
presentations by Mr. Yohannan Marlar, of the Orot Rabin 
station and Dr. Yossef Pecker, a member of the chapter and 
engineer for the Israel Electric Company. Mr. Madar's 
presentation was titled "Electrical Power Generation in the 

Mr. Rafi Rubenstein (I), EMC Chapter Past Chairman, displaying the 
Certificate of Apprm:ialion awarded to him as Prof. Anthony Weiss (c) and 
E/ya B. Joffe (r) and look on. 

Mr. Yohanan Maddar of the Oral Rabin site, discussing the constmction 
of lllesile. 
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Longtime friends Fred Motter {I) of Litton, Joe FJScher (c) of Fischer 
Custom Communications, and Derek McNally (r) of DJM Electronics, 
catch up on the old days of EMC at the Clayton Paul tutorial in Los 
Angeles. 

Ed Nakauchi of Instrument Specialties (/), Eileen McNal/y of DJM 
Electronics (c), and John Stanford of Allied Signal (r} show off their St. 
Patrick's spirit with a touch of Greenery at the Clayton Paul tutorial on 
March 17. (That's a green shirt, green flower and green tie sported by 
these folks!) 

Clayton Paul (I) with Dave Bernardin (r) of TUV Product Service of San 
Diego, who displays an autographed copy of Mr. Paul's /Jool<. 
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Orot Rabin Coal Operated Power Station." Dr. Pecker's talk 
was titled "EMC Issues Related to Power Distribution 
Networks." Additionally, Elya B. Joffe was re-ele,cted as 
Chapter Chair, Eli Milstein was elected Chapter Vice-Chair, 
and Moshe Henig was re-elected Chapter Secret~ry/ 
Treasurer. 

Los Angeles 
The Los Angeles Chapter was fortunate to host Clayton R 
Paul for a special one-day tutorial entitled "The ! 
Fundamentals of EMC" on March 17, 1997. Ovei: i20 people 
attended this tutorial on St. Patrick's Day at the Radisson . 
Plaza Hotel in Manhattan Beach. Chapter Chairmap. Ray ' 
Adams was obviously pleased with the turnout. After all, this 
event was conceived over five years ago; it took that long to 
convince Clayton to travel to California to present the tutorial! 
The day began with a continental breakfast during 
registration. Attendees were able to enjoy a cup of coffee and 
review EMC product and service literature displayed in "The 
EMC Vendor Library." There was also a table for IEEE 
EMC Society information. Membership applications moved 
quickly, as did copies of ITEM 1996. Clayton begari his 
program at 8:30 a.m. with the topic "EMC Requirements for 
Electronic Systems." He explained that "we will hot, nor do 
we need to, cover difficult mathematics or abstract concepts; 
most of the important concepts needed to conduct sound 
EMC design result from how you view the problem. For 
example, once you learn not to automatically think in terms of 
the ideal behavior that you've been taught in your 
undergraduate electrical engineering courses, you ':11 be open 
to new vistas of opportunities." To prove the point, Clayton 
used an analogy from the movie "Cool Hand Luke" starring 
Paul Newman. In a famous scene from that movie; the prison 
warden stood over Paul Newman and told him "Luk<:;, you've 
got to get your mind right." That is what Clayton intended to 
do with the tutorial, i.e., "get our minds right" regarding 
EMC. During the day, Clayton also covered the areas of non
ideal behavior of components, signal spectra, radiated 
emissions and susceptibility, conducted emissions and 
susceptibility, crosstalk, shielding, and system design for 
EMC. His presentation was peppered with humorous tales of 

· mishaps related to EMC. In addition to providing sound 
instruction, he provided entertainment as well. 

Fortunately, the weather was perfect that day so lunch 
was held outdoors under umbrellas on the hotel terrace 
overlooking the golf course. Janet O'Neil, Co-Chairman of the 
event, told the attendees that Tiger Woods had been sighted 
teeing off on the course. She then quickly followed this 
announcement with "That's a bit of Irish blarney for St. 
Patrick's Day!" A reception followed the presentation with 
scampi, fajitas, pasta, and dessert stations. Each attendee was 
treated to two drink tickets so this encouraged mos.t people to 
stay for the reception. Clayton was also available to personally 
autograph copies of his book, Introduction of Electromagnetic 
Compatibility, which was purchased by some sixcy p~ople at 

· che tutorial It seerhed like a Hollywood event with the 



people lined up with their books while 
Clayton pleasantly sat and signed them 
all. The highlight of the reception was 
the raffle of a ScanEM EMI probe 
donated by Credence Technologies. 
This.was won by chapter member 
Kaniaya Mahendra. At the conclusion of 
the day, all agreed that it was an 
excellent event. It was certainly a 
unique opportunity to spend an entire 
day with Clayton Paul and enjoy good 
food and drink in nice surroundings in 
sunny southern California. 

Philadelphia 
Finbarr O'Connor, of R&B Enterprises, 
was the speaker at the September 
meeting of the Philadelphia chapter. 
The title of his talk was 
"Electromagnetic Environmental 
Effects on Military & Commercial 
Equipment with Emphasis on Medical 
Equipment." The October meeting 
featured Joseph Calabria, of Computer 
Sciences Corporation, who spoke on 
"Electrical Bonding Resistance 
Variations in Carbon Fiber Composite 
Panels." At the November meeting, a 
presentation titled, "European 
Community Compliance of Industrial 
Control Equipment" was given by 
Michael Massaro, of EM&F Scientific. 

Pikes Peak 
Dr. John Will presented a very 
interesting and well-attended overview 
of his doctoral dissertation entitled 
"Complex Antenna Pattern 
Measurement Using Infrared Imaging 
and Microwave Holography" at the 
chapter's October meeting. 
Unfortunately, John followed with an 
announcement that he was leaving 
Colorado Springs to pursue bigger and 
better opportunities as a Senior EMC 
Engineer with Sun Microsystems in San 
Jose, CA. Our loss will certainly be 
Sun's gain; not only were his enthusiasm 
and dedication contagious, but John was 
also single-handedly responsible for the 
creation of the Pikes Peak EMC Society 
Chapter several years ago. We wish John 
all the best both with Sun and southern 
California! In the wake ofJohn's 
departure, chapter elections were held. 
Jim Youngman, ofOmnipoint 

Corporation, is the new Chair, Gus 
Freyer, of USI, is the new Vice Chair, 
and the new Secretary/Treasurer is 
Haze Hutmacher, of Hewlett-Packard. 
Finally, at the November meeting Gus 
Freyer gave a very interesting and 

relevant presentation titled 
"Uncertainties in EMC Measurements." 
Many, many thanks to HP for hosting 
the meeting and providing both lunch 
and a tour of their in-house EMC 
measurement facilities. 

Santa Clara Valley 
The October meeting of the Santa Clara 
Valley chapter featured Douglas Smith 
of Auspex Systems. Doug's talk was 
titled "Demonstration and 
Measurement of the Effects of a 
Transient Suppression Plane on ESD." 
Edwin L. Bronaugh, of EdB EMC 
Consultants, spoke at the November 
meeting. Ed is an IEEE Fellow and 
former president of the EMC Society. 
His talk was titled "EMC Measurement 
of Uncertainty." In December, the 
meeting featured David Pommerenke, 
of HP Roseville, who spoke on the 
"Physics and Testing of ESD." Roger 
A. McConnell, of CKC Laboratories, 
gave a presentation titled "High 
Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF) 
Testing" at the January meeting. The 
February meeting featured EMC 
Society Distinguished Lecturer, Hugh 
W. Denny. Hugh's talk was titled 
"Taking the Black Magic Out of 
Grounding." 

Seattle 
Editorial note: Janet O'Neil has moved. 
Los Angeles' loss is Seattle's gain. Janet 
provided the chapter information for both the 
Los Angeles and Seattle chapters in this 
issue. 
The Seattle Chapter of the EMC 
Society held its first meeting after a 
hiatus of some 18 months. There was 
good reason to hold a meeting in 
January: EMC Society Distinguished 
Lecturer Todd Hu bing was in town! 
Who would want to miss his 
entertaining and enlightening 
presentation? Todd spoke on the topic 
"An EMC Engineer's Guide to 
Electromagnetic Modeling Software." 

The meeting began with Ghery Pettit of 
Intel in Dupont informally chairing the 
meeting. Ghery is a former Chairman of 
the Santa Clara Valley chapter. He was 
eager to get things up and running with 
the Seattle chapter and so was his IEEE 

friend, Janet O'Neil, who is a recent 
transplant to the Pacific Northwest from 
Los Angeles, where she was active with 
the chapter. Thus, the meeting began 
with nominations from the floor for 
chapter officer positions. Other details 
were handled such as setting a regular 
date, time and location for the meetings. 
It was agreed that the meetings would 
be held the last Tuesday of the month 
so that the Seattle chapter could "piggy 
back" speakers with the Portland, 
Oregon chapter. For example, Todd's 
trip to the Pacific Northwest included 
speaking at the Portland and Seattle 
chapter meetings on subsequent 
evenings. It was also agreed that a 
newsletter should be created specifically 
for the Seattle chapter to highlight 
meeting announcements, upcoming 
events, job openings, etc. With the 
business part of the meeting then 
concluded, Todd began his 
presentation. He reviewed the various 
types of EM modeling software 
available commercially and over the 
Internet. The objective was to help 
product developers and EMC engineers 
decide whether they can benefit from 
EM modeling software and learn which 
software packages are appropriate for a 
particular application. Todd also spoke 
of the early days of his EMC career 
when he was employed at IBM. He 
noted that in those days, adding money 
to any product design to address EMI 
was "discouraged." This contrasts to 
work he has done for Boeing where 
weight and reliability were the primary 
concerns. Todd spoke about EM 
modeling software and how it can be 
beneficial to design engineers of both 
types of companies. Twenty-five 
people attended this first meeting and 
all agreed it was worthwhile to get 
together again. 

The Seattle chapter was fortunate 
to host another Distinguished Lecturer 
at its March 20 meeting. (That's two 
chapter meetings this year - each with a 
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Distinguished Lecturer of the EMC 
Society!) Norm Violette of Violette 
Engineering Corporation spoke on the 
topic of "Lightning and Transient 
Protection at the Equipment Level." 
The meeting began with EMC Society 
President and Seattle EMC Chapter 
member Bill Gjertson announcing the 
results of the recently held election of 
chapter officers. Ghery Pettit of Intel was 
elected Chairman, Janet O'Neil of 
Lindgren RF Enclosures was elected 
Vice-Chairman, John Kuras of Boeing was 
elected Secretary and Tom Lindgren of 
Boeing was elected Treasurer. Ghery 
immediately took the reigns of office and 
introduced the speaker. Norm 
announced that transient protection was 
"big business" and supported this claim 
by showing the 21 different IEEE 
standards which address this topic. The 
presentation concentrated on lightning, 
electric and magnetic field coupling 
(which are often overlooked) and ground 
impedance coupling (which is very 
important, especially when lightning 
strikes ground). First, Norm started with 
the basics of lightning. He commented, 
"We still really don't know how lightning 
is generated." Lightning is important for 
engineers as it is the single greatest 
contributor to power outages worldwide. 
Ben Franklin, who conducted the first 
known scientific studies on lightning in 
the mid 1700s with his famous kite flying 
experiment, was referred to as a "great 
engineer, but not a good conductor." 
(Actually, Ben was commended as he 

conducted lightning experiments and 
lived to tell about them!) The 
presentation was lively and entertaining. 
There is a lot to know about lightning and 
Norm's presentation provided a good 
introduction to the topic. He mentioned 
that he normally teaches a three-day 
course on the topic and condensed this to 
two hours for the chapter meeting. So, 
there was a lot of material to cover! 
Norm wrapped up the evening by 
providing information about an 
interesting lightning project he was 
involved in with the Statue of Liberty. 
Before the meeting, chapter members 
joined the speaker (and his wife Bette) 
for dinner at a nearby restaurant. It was a 
good opportunity to socialize informally 
with the speaker and chapter members. 
Everyone is welcome to come to the 
newly revitalized Seattle EMC chapter 
meetings. Call Ghery Pettit at (206)371-
5515 or Janet O'Neil at (206)868-2558 for 
more information. 

Twin Cities 
The EMC chapter of the IEEE Twin 
Cities section held an EMC Workshop on 
General EMC Measurements on 
Wednesday, March 19th at the Sheraton 
Metrodome. Six half-hour talks were 
presented in one afternoon aimed at 
EMC engineers and EMC technicians. 
Erik Borgstrom, of TlN Product 
Services, gave a presentation titled 
"High-Field Strength Testing for 
Commercial Avionics Requirements." 
Roger Kuhn, of 3M, spoke on "Radiated 

Field Immunity Testing to IEC 
1000-4-3 Criteria." John Maas, of 
IBM, gave a presentation on 
"Electrostatic Discharge Testing 
of Electronic Products." Joel 
Schneider, of TUV Product 
Services, presented "Emission 
Testing to CISPR 22 
Requirements." Paul Cook's 
presentation was titled "Radiated 
Emissions: Calculations Based on 
Circuit Design" and the meeting 
concluded with a talk by Dan 
Hoolihan, "A Summary of the 
1997 Zurich EMC Symposium." 

Norm and Betty Violette relaxing and enjoying a visit in Seattle 
after Norm's presentations on lightning protection to the 
Seattle and Portland EMC Chapters. 
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FDA/AAMI 
Conference 
on EMC/EMI 
The U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration and the !Association 

I 
for the Advancement of Medical 
Instrumentation (AAMI) are 

holding a conference on EMC/ 
EMI: Solutions for Medical 
Devices. 

The program will be held from 
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM on Thursday, 
June 12, 1997 at the Crystal 
Gateway Marriott, near 
Washington National Airport. The 
conference follows the AAMI 
Annual Meeting and Exposition, 
which will be held from June 7 to 

11 in Washington, DC. The 
agenda is targeted to 

manufacturers, health care 
practitioners and regulatory 
professionals. For more 
information, contact Eileen Smith, 
(703) 276-0793, ext. 241. 

Catt for 
Papers 
14th International Wroclaw 
Symposium and Exhibition on EMC 
June 23 - 25, 1998 
A call for original, unpublished 
papers on all aspects of EMC has 
been issued. For information, 
contact the Symposium Organizing 
Chairman, Mr. W. Moron. 
Phone: +4871 728812 
Fax: +4871 728878 
E-mail: emc@il.wroc.pl 
Information is also available on 
www.emc98.wroc.pl 

EUROEM '98 
The 11th International Conference 
on High Power Electromagnetics 
will be held in Tel Aviv, israel, 
June 14 to 19, 1998. For contact 
information see page 27. 



KIMBALL WILLIAMS 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

The EMCS Education Committee mission is 
to "promote education related activities of 

the IEEE EMC Society." Its vision is "to 
provide opportunities for jndividuals and 
organizations involved with electrotechnology 
and products to become aware of EMC at 

levels consistent with their needs." 
The committee has two fundamental 

goals: 
• To establish an awareness of EMC 

fundamentals throughout industry and 
academia 

• To enhance EMC education through the 
development of improved education 
techniques, materials, opportunities and 
communications 
To accomplish these goals, the committee 

has established eleven subcommittees, each 
working on one or more related activities 
directed toward immediate and long-range 
objectives. The subcommittees are listed in 
alphabetical order by the last name of each of 
the chairman and described. As you read 
through these descriptions, ask yourself, "Can 
I help with this effort?" We would appreciate 
your participation and assistance. 

Subcommittee 
Demonstrations 
Experiments Manual II 
Video Productions 
University Grant 
Outline & Abstracts 
Tutorials 
Student Activities 
Standards Education 
NARTE 
Lifelong Learning 

Demonstrations 

Chairman 
Larry Cohen 
Jim Drewniak 
Dick Ford 
John Howard 
John Mass 
Maqsood Mohd 
Jim Muccioli 
Vichate Ungvichian 
Jim Whalen 
Kim Williams 

This subcommittee works with current and 
future symposium planning committees to 

provide demonstrations of EMC phenomenon 
during the symposium. 

Experiments Manual - Volume II 
The success of the EMC Education Manual, 
created by Clayton Paul and Henry Ott, 
prompted us to consider a follow-on Volume 
(II) that would use more sophisticated 
equipment and provide additional documented 
experiments to assist students and teachers. 
This committee is beginning the task of 
assembling this new set of experiments. 

Video Productions 
One of the most effective and easy-to-use 
methods of taking EMC information to 
students, the general public, other technical 
societies, etc. is through the media of video. 
This committee is working on producing such 
educational video materials. 

University Grant 
A continuing interest of the education 
committee has been the promotion of EMC 
education within traditional university 
curricula. This subcommittee is seeking 
universities that have no current EMC 
courses, and is offering to assist in setting up a 
'first time' course at chat institution. The first 
award will be presented at the EMCS 
Symposium in Austin. 

Outline and Abstracts 
This subcommittee has developed an outline 
and abstract for presentations on EMC to 
several different groups. At the present time, 
it is developing supporting visual aids and 
working on distribution methods. 

Tutorials 
At each symposium this subcommittee 
provides educational tutorials on the 
fundamentals of EMC technology. These 
tutorials are intended to help bring new 
engineers and technicians entering our 
discipline 'up to speed' and become well
grounded in the basics. 

Student Activities 
This subcommittee provides an outreach to the 
members ofIEEE Student Chapters. Its main 
activities are providing speakers for Student 
Chapter meetings, promoting the Presidents' 
Memorial Scholarship Award and conducting 
the biannual student paper contests. 

Standards Education 
In cooperation with the EMC Standards 
committee, this subcommittee is developing 
methods of extending education about the 
IEEE standards process to EMC Society 
members and beyond. Its first project is a set 
of video lectures on standards from the Santa 
Clara symposium. 

NARTE 
At each symposium, Dr. Whalen conducts a 
workshop assisting EMC professionals to 

Continued on next page 
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Continued 

prepare for the National 
Association of Radio and 

Telecommunications 
Engineers (NARTE) 
examination as an EMC 
engineer or technician. At 
the end of the symposium, 
there is a NARTE exam 
opportunity. This 
subcommittee is responsible 

for scheduling both events. 

Lifelong Learning 
This is a liaison activity 
between the EMC Society 
and the IEEE Education 
Activity Board. The current 
focus is a new effort that will 
work with President 
Clinton's education initiative 
to bring technical literacy 
into the public school system 
and foster lifelong learning in 
young students. 

Executive Board 
The chairs of each of the 
subcommittees, the current 
main committee officers and 
the most recent past officers 
constitute the Education 
Committee Executive Board. 
Current activities of the 
executive board are directed 
toward updating the charters 
and long-range plans for each 
subcommittee to address the 
long-range plans of the 
Society. 

Meeting Scheduled 
The committee holds a major 
meeting of the executive 
board and all the 
subcommittees on Tuesday 
morning during the annual 
EMC Symposium. We 
welcome all who would care 
to see if there is a task you 
could help with that would 
be suited to your interests 
and talents. Please join us 
and find out. 
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REINALDO PEREZ 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

THE GUIDE TO THE EMC 
DIRECTIVE B9/336/EEC, 
2nd EDITION 
By Chris Marshman 
IEEE Press, 1995 (paperback) 

As the title states, this book is a guide to the European 
Economic Community (EEC) Directive and the relevant 

standards in electromagnetic compatibility. The book 
identifies the implications for such standards as it discusses 
each one of them and provides the necessary guidance for 
achieving compliance with the use of action items and the 
discussion of several examples. This book was first published 
in 1995, and by now, in the middle of 1997, many readers 
may already be familiar with such standards since they are 
already being enforced. For those readers, this book could be 

a review. For those just getting into the EEC market with 
their products and with very little knowledge in the area of 
EMC requirements, this book is a good place to start. 

Though the language of the European EMC Directive 
standards is somewhat legalistic (like most gove·rnment 
sponsored standards), an effort is made by the author to 
paraphrase the intent and methodologies of such .standards. 
However, the author concludes that such effort and this book 
is not a substitute for the EEC EMC Directive itself, but an 
aid to a better understanding of the regulations. 

A brief review of each chapter in the book is provided 
here, with a discussion of some of the salient sections in each 
chapter. Because of the nature of this book, readers would be 
better served if no interpretations are made by this reviewer 
beyond those already expressed in the text by the author. 
Instead, the reviewer will just provide the relevant 
information concerning the book's content. 

The book is divided into twelve chapters and nine small 
appendices. Each chapter also has its own list of references, 
mostly about related standards. Chapter 1 is an introduction 
to the EMC Directive. It provides the EMC background and 
the requirements that led to the EEC EMC Directive. The 
unwanted electromagnetic emissions from electronic 
equipment and the immunity of such equipment are part of 
the enforceable controls stated by the EMC Directive for the 
European market. This chapter also covers the bureaucratic 
machinery established by the EEC in the development of 
such standards. Chapter 2 provides an "un-legal" 
understanding of the EMC Directive by providing an 
explanation of the ·most important protection requirements 
and the scope of the type of equipment and phenomena 
covered. The routes to compliance are described including 
self-certification and the technical construction file. The 
chapter ends with product certification and marketing 
requirements. Chapter 3 covers some key points in the 
interpretation of the EMC Directive. This is an important 
section for managers and gives them a better understanding 
of customized equipment, imports, second hand equipment, 
system installation and components. This chapter essentially 
provides a better understanding of the commission's intent 
behind the EMC Directive. 

In chapter 4 the United Kingdom (UK) implementation 
of the EMC Directive is outlined. The regulations outlined 
in this chapter define the enforcement procedures adopted 
in the UK and the enforcement authorities. It is not until 
chapter 5 where the regulations themselves are discussed. 



Chapter 5 defines what is meant by 
relevant or harmonized standards, 
product specific standards, and generic 
standards. A table of equivalent 
standards and a user's list of harmonized 

standards is provided. The shortage of 
product specific standards, immunity 
standards and standards for large 
installations are discussed. Design 
engineers must be knowledgeable of 
these standards since it is these 
harmonized standards for emission and 
immunity that the equipment must 
meet. Chapter 6 begins with an 
introduction of the harmonized emission 
standards. The implications concerning 
costs of testing and test facilities are 
covered. An overview is provided of 
examples of product specific emission 
standards such as EN 55-022 and EN 
55-011, often referred to by their 
generic equivalent, EN 50-081-1 and 2. 
The author also includes a review of 
parts of other standards referenced by 
the generic standard. The issue of test 
repeatability is identified for both 
conducted and radiated emissions. 
Among the main issues identified in this 
chapter are: 
• The need to have suitable test 

facilities and specialized 
instrumentation, 

• Repeatability, a concern because 
equipment configurations are open 
to interpretation, there are 
differences in the calibration of test 
facilities and equipment, and the 
generic standards in measurement 
methods make reference to 
published standards and therefore 
have the same implications for 
manufacturers as those apparent 
from product specific standards. 

• The generic standards allow 
flexibility to apply all or none of the 

tests specified, which allow for 
differences in interpretations. 
Immunity standards are reviewed in 

detail in chapter 7. The basic standards 
considered are IEC 801-2, 801-3, and 

801-4. The generic standards are EN 
50-081-1 ( the generic immunity 
standard for residential, commercial, and 
light industry locations) and EN 50-
082-2 (the draft generic immunity 
standard for the industrial 
environments). Several points are 
addressed in this chapter, including the 
need to have access to suitable test 
facilities, which could involve significant 
capital investment, and as with 
emissions, the considerable uncertainty 
in measurements due to repeatability in 
testing. The reasons for such a lack in 
the repeatability of testing are: 
equipment configuration which is open 
to interpretation; differences in 
calibration methods for test facilities and 
equipment; the subjectivity of the 
degree of performance degradation due 
to immunity testing with manufacturers 
selecting a suitable severity of immunity 
levels for their equipment; and the fact 
that the generic standards allow a 
manufacturer flexibility in applying all 
or some of the tests specified, which 
allow for a variety of implementations, 
such that for the same type of products 
it is possible that tests may be applied 
by different manufacturers. 

Chapter 8 is concerned with the 
identification of the major types of test 
facilities required for performing EMC 
testing in accordance with the standards. 
Different interpretations of test 
facilities are illustrated and the relative 
coses implications are discussed. The 
requirements for open field test sites 
and their calibration are described along 
with practical open field site 

implementations. Screens rooms are 
discussed, especially their limitations 
with respect to reflections and 
resonance. Anechoic chambers are 
considered, including the effects of 
absorber depth and costs issues. Chapter 
9 focuses on some case studies 
connecting the problems faced by 
manufacturers of physically large 
systems when trying to comply with 
requirements of the EMC Directive. In 
chapter 10 an action plan for achieving 
compliance is presented in the form of a 
flowchart. The use of this plan along 
with an up-to-date list of harmonized 
standards is presented by using 
examples. At the end of the chapter, 
according to the author, the reader 
should be in a position to identify the 
route to compliance with the EMC 
Directive for a product. 

Chapter 11 deals with the EMC 
Directive for large systems, particularly 
the problems and difficulties of 
demonstrating compliance with the 
EMC Directive, the use of the technical 
construction file, the applicable test 
methods, and the need for an EMC 
management plan. Chapter 12 is 
principally concerned with reviewing 
the U.S. FCC regulations, and the pre
directive regulations in Germany, the 
UK, and other EEC member states. An 
overview is presented of the FCC 43 7 
CFR Parts 15, 18 and VDE 0871 and a 
comparison is made between the 
emission limits and the harmonized 
European standards. 

This book is suitable for 
management and design engineers who 
want to have a broad overview on the 
nature of the EEC EMC Directive 
before applying themselves to the 
efforts of making their products comply 
with the specific standards. 
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WILLIAM G. DUFF 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

J ohn Duncan McMillan Osbor~ graduated from the 
University of Texas at Au'Sfin in 1964 with a Bachelor of 

Science in Electrical Engineering. At the same time, he 
graduated from the Army ROTC and received a commission 
as a 2nd Lieutenant in the United States Army. John 
completed the requirement for a Master of Science in 

Systems Management from the University of Southern 
California in August of 1985. 

His first professional employment was with White 
Instruments in Austin, Texas, where he designed and built 
custom acoustic measurement instrumentation. He joined the 
Electro-Mechanics Company in January of 1964. While there, 
he worked on a literature survey on electromagnetic shielded 
enclosures. He was the primary author of the final report on 
electromagnetic shielding and shielding measurements. 

In November 1965, John reported for active duty, attending service schools in Ft. 
Benning, Georgia, and Ft. Devins, Massachusetts. Stationed in the Washington, DC area, he 
served in an engineering group at the National Security Agency. He was awarded the Joint 
Services Commendation Medal for engineering achievement for the design and modeling of a 
vertical provisioning system for cryptographic equipment. 

Upon completion of his active duty obligation, John returned to EMCO where, as a follow 
up to the literature survey, he was the project engineer for designing and building a state-of
the-art magnetic shielding enclosure. The double-walled Hypernom enclosure produced 57 
dB of shielding for magnetic fields at DC and in excess of 90 dB to 60 Hz. 

In 1969, John joined White Electromagnetics, Inc., where for two years he operated the 
Technical Services Division. During this period, he was in charge of all contract EMC testing 
for the laboratories. John returned to Austin, Texas in 1971 to join Tracor, Inc. as the staff 
EMC(rEMPEST engineer. He worked on a number of programs for communications 
terminals, aircraft chaff systems and sonar systems. 

He also worked for Don White Consultants and Interference Control Technologies as 
Director of Engineering, and for Martin Marietta - Denver Aerospace, where he was the lead 
EMC/TEMPEST engineer on the MX Missile project, and later on other complex aerospace 
projects. He worked for TANDEM Computer and is now the Principal EMC Scientist for 
EMC Test Systems, a new company composed ofEMCO, Rantec and RayProof. At EMC ____ _ 

- -·· · ----- .. Test -Systems, he has been instrumencalin the cfevelopme~t of the GTEM as a practical 
measurement device, and has designed high power EMC test antennas for the U.S. Navy. 

During these employments, he has successfully planned, directed and reported on over a 
hundred MIL-STD EMC tests, a number of TEMPEST tests leading to product listings on 
the PPL, and over a thousand commercial EMC tests to a variety of international standards. 
Interestingly, the EUT fundamental frequencies have spanned from 3,000 sec/cycle to 34 
GHz. 

John has authored or co-authored five books, more than seventy-five technical papers and 
a variety of popular trade journal articles. He is active in the IEEE EMC Society as General 
Chair of the 1997 International Symposium in Austin, Texas, a member of the EMCS 
Standards Committee, and current Chair of the Central Texas Chapter of the EMC Society. 
He also supports standards development for the American National Standards Institute and 
the Society of Automotive Engineers. He has been awarded three patents for EMC 
measurement technology. 

John and his wife, Sarah, a Realtor, enjoy showing their pet Schipperkes and attending 
concerts. They are both readers of science fiction and mysteries, and Sarah shows a distinct 
preference for stories of her native Atlanta. 
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BOB ROTHENBERG 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

T his space, representing almost 10% of your 
·Newsletter, has been allocated for the 

sharing of practical information on EMC 
related issues. Such information need not be 
archival or theoretically rigorous. New or 
unusual approaches to solving routine design, 
prediction, measurement or suppression 
problems need only be described in brief, 
narrative form. Your submittals will not be 
subjected to extensive peer review. If they 
are considered newsworthy, useful, credible 
and reasonably well-written in the opinion of 
this Associate Editor and perhaps an EMCS 
technical committee member, they will be 
published in this space. Submit dr;ifts, 

· preferably under 1500 words, to me at Parker
.· Chomerics, 77 Dragon Ct., Woburn, MA 01888 

'(or e-mail to rothenberg@compuserve.com). 
Following is the second in a series of_ 

articles on EMC issues related to printed 
circuit boards. Tt is extracted from Printed . 
Circuit Board Design Tedtniques for EMC 
Compliance, by Mark I. Montrose, IEEE Press, 
1996. It presents some interesting and non
traditional ways of looking at EMI 
suppression at the PCB level, which should be 
useful to practicing engineers and designers. 

MARK I. 
MONTROSE 

EMC Suppression 
Concepts for Printed 
Circuit Boards 
Image Planes and Stackup 

· Assignments 

Marl< I. Montrose 

Within a printed circuit 
board (PCB), RF energy 
will exist based on 

Maxwell's equations. Maxwell describes the 
existence of both electric charge and 
magnetic fields under certain conditions. A 
mathematical or rigorous discussion of 
Maxwell is beyond the scope of this article. 
In addition to Maxwell, Kirchoff's and 
Ampere's laws describe the operation of a 
circuit or network. Kirchoff's voltage law 
states that the algebraic sum of the voltage 
around any closed path in a circuit must be 
zero. Ampere's law describes the magnetic 
induction at a point due to given currents in 
terms of the current elements and their 
positions relative to that point. 

What these laws really say that is if a 
circuit is to function or operate as intended, a 

closed loop network must exist. Figure 1 
illustrates a typical circuit. When a trace goes 
from source to load, a return current must also 

, be present, as required by both Kirchoff and 

Ampere. 

?: Signal Trace [;>
Return trace through a 

ground reference system 

Rgure 1. Closed loop circuit. 

Consider a typical circuit with a switch in 
series with a source driver, Figure 1. When 
the switch is closed, the circuit operates as 
desired. When the switch is opened, nothing 
happens. This on/off condition exists in both 
the time and frequency domain. For time 
domain, the desired signal component travels 
from source to load.-This sign~J ico~p~-~~~t ----

must have a return path to complete the 
circuit, generally through a ground return 
structure (Kirchoffs law). In the frequency 

. domain, RF current travels from source to 
load and must return by the lowest 
impedance path possible, usually a ground 
trace or ground plane (also referred to as an 
image plane). The RF current that exists is 
best described by Ampere. 

To review one fundamental concept of 
how EMI is created within a PCB, we 
examine the basic mechanism of how 
magnetic lines of flux are created within a 
PCB trace or transmission line. Magnetic 
lines of flux are created by a moving current 
flowing through an impedance, either fixed or 
variable. Impedance in a network will always 
exist within a trace, component bond lead 
wires, vias, and the like. In addition to the 
creation of magnetic lines of flux, other 
concerns are present that will be examined in 
this article. If magnetic lines of flux exist in a 
PCB, as defined by Maxwell, various 
transmission paths for RF energy must also 
exist. These transmission paths may be 
either radiated through free space or 
conducted through cable interconnects. 

To eliminate RF currents within a PCB, 
two important words need to be discussed. 
These two words are flux cancellation. If we 
cancel unwanted magnetic lines of flux, then 
radiated or conducted RF currents cannot 
exist. The concept of implementing flux 
cancellation is simple; however, one must be 
aware of many pitfalls and oversights that may 
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occur when implementing flux 
cancellation techniques. With one small 
mistake, many additional problems will 
develop, creating more work for the 
EMC engineer to diagnose and debug. 
The easiest way to implement flux 
cancellation is to use image planes. The 
term image plane was popularized by 
prominent EMC engineers in a 
technical paper "Effect of an Image 
Plane on PCB Radiation" presented in 
1990 at the IEEE International 
Symposium on Electromagnetic 
Compatibility.1 

Before a detailed discussion of 
image planes occurs, an examination of 
common-mode (CM) and differential
mode (DM) currents is presented. 
Figure 2 illustrates CM and OM 
currents as they exist within a PCB. 

In Figure 2, the current source, 11, 
represents the flow of current that exists 
in a circuit from source, E, to load, Z. 
Current flow, I2, is current which is 
observed in the ground return system, 
usually identified as a ground plane or 

~otal = 11 + 12 

Common-Mode Current 

z 

ground return system. The measured 
radiated electric field of the common
mode currents is the summation of 11 
and 12. With differential-mode currents, 
the electric field component is the 
difference between 11 and 12. If 11==12 
exactly, differential-mode currents 
cannot exist, hence, no EMI. This 
occurs if the distance separation 
between 11 and 12 is electrically small. 
Design and layout techniques for 
cancellation of differential-mode 
currents is easily implemented in a PCB 
with an image plane or RF return path 
structure such as a guard trace. On the 
other hand, RF fields created by 
common-mode currents are harder to 
suppress. Common-mode currents are 
the main source of EMI. Differential 
mode currents are rarely observed as a 
radiated electromagnetic field. 

An RF current return path is best 
achieved with a ground plane ( or ground 
trace for single- and double- sided 
boards). The RF return current will 
approach zero (flux cancellation); 

~otal = 11 • 12 

Differential-Mode Current 

z 

Figure 2. Common-mode and differential-mode cullents. 

Top Down View - Signal Trace above an Image Plane 

Ground Plane 

'----- Signal Trace 

Signal return 
is a mirror Image 
of the signal trace 
in the ground plane 
(shaded area under the return trace) 

Figure 3. Image plane and retum current path. 

RF return path If discontinuities exist 
in the ground return structure. 
Differential-mode voltage now exists, hence 
Common-mode currents are created. 

however, if the current return path is 
not provided through a path of least 
impedance, residual comm?n-mode RF 
currents will exist. There will always be 
some common-mode currents in a PCB 
as a finite distance spacing ~ust exist 
between the signal trace and return 
trace (flux cancellation almost 
approaches 100%). The portion of the 
differential-mode return current that 
does not get canceled out bFcomes a 
residual RF common-mode jcurrent. 
This situation will exist under many 
conditions, especially when

1
a ground 

reference difference exists between 
' circuits. This includes ground bounce, 

trace impedance mismatche's, lack of 
decoupling, etc. 

What we want to implement in our 
PCB design is a minimal impedance in 
the current return structure. , If we have 
an optimal return path, differential
mode RF currents will be minimal. An 
example of a return path is shown in 
Figure 3. 

A multi-layer board with a solid 
power and ground plane provides 
excellent flux cancellation bi;:cause of 
the proximity of the solid coi;:iper planes. 
Guard traces commonly found on older 
designs do not provide optimal flux 
cancellation under certain conditions. 
This is because the distance spacing 
between the clock trace and guard trace 
is sometimes physically greater than the 
distance spacing between th~ clock 
trace and ground plane, assuming that 
the PCB has a ground plane if a multi
layer board stackup assignment is 
provided. 

For an image plane to be effective, 
no signal traces can be located in': this solid 
plane. Violations do exist when a high 
speed signal trace is routed ov,er a moat 
(or isolated area). If a signal trace, or 
even a power trace (e.g., +12 V trace in a 
+S V plane), is routed in a solid plane, 
this plane is now fragmented into 
smaller parts. Provisions have now been 
made for a ground or signal return loop 
to exist for signal traces that are routed 
on the adjacent layer across this violation. 
This loop occurs by not allowing RF 

1 German, R.F., H. Ott, and C.R. Paul. "Effect of an Image Plane on PCB Radiation." Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on 
Electromagnetic Compatibility. (New York: IEEE, 1990), pp. 284-291. 
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current present in the signal trace to seek a straight line path 
back to its source. These split planes can no longer function as 
a solid image plane to remove common-mode RF currents or 

perform optimal flux cancellation. 
A poor method of implementing a ground plane for 

optimal return of RF currents is by routing a clock trace over a 
moated area. A moat is an absence of copper on the power and 
ground planes of a PCB. If a trace is routed over a moat, the 
RF <;;urrent return path is not directed back to the source, and 
an RF current loop will be created, causing radiated EMI. 
This is detailed in Figure 4. 

When three adjacent internal routing planes are provided 
(three adjacent stripline planes), with all three layers located 
between the power and ground planes in a muJti.:layer board, 
the middle signal plane (the signal plane not adjacent to an 
image plane) will couple its RF currents to the other two 
signal planes, thus causing RF energy to be transferred by 
mutual inductance and capacitive coupling. This coupling can 
cause significant crosstalk to 
occur, which may also cause non-
functionality of the.circuit. 

Common-mode currents are 
generally observed in I/O cables. 

I 

Top Down View of the PCB 

Moat Violation----.. 

Large Loop Area 
allows for 
common-mode 
RF energy to 
exist due to 
lack of an image 
plane along 
the entire trace 
~oute. 

Rgure 4. Violation of the moating concept. 

Poor rotuing layer 

Acceptable routing layer 

Power plane 

Ground plane 

Best routing layer 

Poor routing layer 
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Acceptable routing layer 

Power plane 

Acceptable routing layer 

Best routing layer 

Ground plane 

Best routing layer 

Rarely is common-mode noise 
(EMI) seen internal to the PCB. 
Differential-mode currents can 6 layer bosrd with 4 routing layers • microstrip 6 layer board with 4 routing layers 

2nd best routing layer also be created as a result of a 
voltage drop (IZ) that occurs 
between two points. These 
points may be between a source 
and load component. With an IZ 
drop, ground noise voltage is 
induced between these two 
circuits. 

To properly implement flux 
cancellation within a PCB when 
using image planes, it become 
mandatory that all high-speed 

!:'''""''''' .. ,:·?tL , , ·•,H 

Fill material 

FiP material 

Ground plane 

Best routing layer 

Best routing layer 

Ground plane 

Power plane 

Acceptable routing layer 

Best routing layer 

Ground plane 

I••':' 2nd best routing layer 

1 O layer board wUh 6 routing layers 

signal routing layers be adjacent 
to a solid plane, preferably at 
ground potential. The reason why 

Rgure 5. Typical stackup assignments for optimal use of image planes. 

ground planes are preferred over power planes is because 
various logic devices may be quite a~ymmetrical in their pull
up/pull-down current ratios. These switching components 
may not present an optimum condition for flux cancellation 
due to signal flux phase shift, greater inductance, poor 
impedance control and noise instability. The ground plane is 
also preferred because this is where heavy switching currents 
are shunted. TTL asymmetric drive is heaviest to ground, 
with less current spikes to the power plane. For EGL, the 
more noisy current spikes are to the positive voltage rail. 

Examples of typical stackup assignments are provided in 
Figure 5. Stackup assignments for specific designs will most 
likely be different due to the number of routing layers, power 
and ground planes required, or special engineering design 

requirements. Adjacent to each ground (image) plane is a 
signal routing plane that must contain all clock signals and 
other traces rich in RF energy. 

Generally, a one- or two-layer PCB will not contain a 
ground or 0V reference plane. As a result, flux cancellation 
using an image plane cannot occur. For a single- or double
sided stackup assignment, each clock trace or sensitive circuit 
must be completely surrounded by a separate trace (guard 
trace). This ground trace must be connected to the 0V ground 
reference. The "ground" trace must also be located as close 
to the "source" trace as physically possible based on the 
manufacturing process used to fabricate the board. This 
ground trace provides an alternate path for RF currents to 
return to their source if a solid ground plane is not provided. 
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limits for these tests. 
Chairperson: Mr. Donald N. Heirman 
143 Jumping Brook Rd. 
Lincroft, NJ 07738-1442 
Phone: (908) 741-7723 

FAX: (908) 530-5695 
E-mail: d.heirman@ieee.org 

TC-3 Electromagnetic Environment 
This committee is concerned with all 
aspects of electromagnetic environments 
and of manmade and natural electromag
netic noise. These include characteriza
tion techniques, measurement methods, 
instrumentation and characteristics of 
particular environments. Manmade noise 
sources include power generation and 
transmission facilities, broadcast and 
communication fields, ESD, automotive 
ignition systems, ISM equipment, office 
equipment and consumer electrical and 
electronic devices. Natural radio noise 
arises from atmospheric (lightning), solar 
and galactic sources. 
Chairperson: Mr. Wilfred R. Lauber 
Communications Research Centre 
P.O. Box 11490 Stn. H 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2H 8S2 
Phone: (613) 998-2377 
FAX: (613) 998-4077 
E-mail: lauber@qmail.dgrc.doc.ca 

TC-4 Electromagnetic 
Interference Control 
This committee is concerned with design, 
analysis, and modeling techniques useful 
in suppressing interference or eliminating · 
it at its source. Bonding, grounding, 
shielding, and filtering are within the 
jurisdiction of this committee. These 
activities span efforts at the system, 
subsystem, and unit levels. 
Chairperson: Mr. Richard Mohr 
8 York Ct., Northport, NY 11768 
Phone: (516) 754 1142 
FAX: (516) 754-1142 

TC-5 High Power Electromagnetics 
This committee is concerned with the 
effects of EMP and hardening protec
tion. High-power microwave technol
ogy, lightning processes, interaction 
with aircraft and the effects of transient 
electrical discharges on equipment are 
also within the jurisdiction of this 
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committee. 
Chairperson: Dr. Louis F'. Libelo 
U.S. Army Research Lab 
2800 Powder Mill Rd. 
Adelphi, MD 20783 

Phone: (301) 394-0782 
FAX: (301) 394-2525 
E-mail: llibelo@emsc5.ar1.mil 

TC-6 Spectrum Management 
This committee is concerned with 
frequency coordination, management 
procedures for efficient spectrum use, 
band occupancy and congestion, federal 
regulations and their adequacy. 
Chairperson: Mr. Arco Chubukjian 
Industry Canada 
300 Slater Street 13th Floor 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KlA 0C8 
Phone: (613) 990-4717 
FAX: (613) 991-3961 
E-mail: Chubukjian.Arto@ic.gc.ca 

TC-7 Nonsinusoidal Fields 
This committee is concerned with the 
application of electromagnetic signals 
with large relative bandwidth, commonly 
referred to as non-sinusoidal waves, 
delineation of the differences between 
time_-domain and frequency-domain 
principles, analytical and numerical 
treatments of the Maxwell postulates 
directly in time-domain, 
conceptualization, design, fabrication and 
testing of devices for ultra-wide band
width systems. 
Choiifierson: Dr. Gary G. Bush 
Lockheed Missiles & Space 
3251 Hanover St., Bldg. 562 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Phone: (408) 743-2368 
FAX: (408) 756-9974 
E-mail: garybush@best.com 

TC-8 Electromagnetic Product Safety 
This committee is concerned with the 
electrical safety of electronic products. 
Safety engineering principles and their 
application, the implementation of safety 
principles within organizations, as related 
to EMC, are typical areas of concern for 
this committee. 
Chairperson: Mr. Brian Claes 
6128 Maree Ct., San Jose, CA95123 
Phone: (510) 659-6574 
FAX: (510) 659-6852 

TC-9 Computational Electromagnetics 
This committee is concerned with broad 
aspects of applied computational electro
magnetic techniques which can be used 
to model electromagnetic interaction 
phenomena in circuits, devices, and 
systems. The primary focus i~ on the 
identification of the modeling methods 
that can be applied to interference 
(EMC) phenomena, their validation and 

delineating the practical limits of their 
applicability. Included are low- and high
frequency spectral-domain techniques 
and time-domain methods. 
Chairperson: Dr. James L. Drewniak 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Missouri~Rolla 
Rolla, MO 65401 
Phone: (573) 341-4969 
FAX: (573) 341-4169 
email: drewniak@ee.umr.edu 

IEEE EMC Society 
Technical Advisory Committe~ (TAC) 
To aid in the coordination oftechnical 
committee activities, and to provide the 
BoD with oversight, the indiyidual 
technical committees are organized into 
the Technical Advisory Committee. The 
IEEE EMC Society Technical Advisory 
Committee is composed of the chairs of 
each of the nine Technical Committees 
and a TAC chair. The scope of the 
Technical Advisory Committee is to 
promote the technical advancement of 
the IEEE EMC Society as a whole and in 
pafricufar: 
• To coordinate the operations of the 

various Technical Committees 
• To propose to the Board of Directors 

(BoD) the formation, and where 
appropriate the dissolution, of Techni
cal Committees 

• To monitor technical activities of 
other organizations with a view to 
making recommendations co the 
Board of Directors on any required 
coordination of those activities with 
activities within the Society. 

Technical Activities Committee Chairman: 
Mr. Kimball Williams, Eaton R&D 
26201 Northwestern Highway 
Southfield, MI 48037-0766 
Phone: (810)354-2845 
FAX: (810)354-2845 
E-mail: k.williams@ieee.org 



Ham Radio 
Excluded from CB 
Enforcement Bill 
(ARRL Headquarters, Newington CT) At the request of the 
Amateur Radio Relay League or ARRL, amateur radio has 
been specifically exempted from a bill submitted April 17 by 
U.S. Senator Russell Feingold (D-Wisconsin) that would give 
states and municipalities the authority to enforce the FCC's 
CB regulations. Feingold's bill, designated Senate Bill 608, 
originated with efforts by the Beloit, Wisconsin, City Council 
to pass an ordinance allowing local authorities to enforce 
FCC regulations. Council was responding to long-standing 
CB interference complaints by local residents. The bill is 
aimed at reducing radio frequency interference stemming 
from the use of unauthorized equipment or frequencies by 
CBers. 

In presenting his bill, Feingold told his Senate colleagues 
that he has received RFI complaints over the past several 
years from numerous Wisconsin communities "in which 
whole neighborhoods are experiencing persistent radio 
frequency interference." 

If approved by Congress, Feingold's bill would amend 
the Communications Act to allow state or local governments 
to enforce regulations that prohibit the use of CB equipment 
not authorized by 
the FCC (such as high-power linear amplifiers). As it now 
stands, no license is required to operate on the 11-meter 
Citizens Band, but the FCC does have strict requirements on 
the type of equipment that CBers can legally use. Feingold's 
bill would preserve the federal preemption of all other 
telecommunications matters. It would exclude FCC-licensed 
services, including Amateur Radio, from state or local 
oversight. 

Also at the ARRL's request, the bill calls upon the FCC 
to provide "technical guidance" to states and municipalities 
in detecting and determining violations. Those affected by a 
state or local enforcement decision would be able to appeal to 
the FCC. ARRL asked Feingold to add this provision as final 
safeguard for amateurs who might be erroneously prosecuted 
despite the bill's other exemptions for amateurs. Feingold's 
bill would not preclude the FCC from enforcing its own 
regulations as they apply to CB. 

Feingold called his bill "a common-sense solution to a 
very frustrating and real problem which cannot be addressed 
under existing law." 

Thanks to Sandy Rotter (E-mail: rotter@worldnet.att.net) 
for keeping us apprised. 

BACK ISSUES OF THE EMC SOCIETY NEWSLETTERS ON MICROFICHE 
We still have a few sets of the uFichc copies of the back issues of the IEEE EMC 
Society Newsletters from the present to 1955, when it was called "Quasies and 
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JOINT DESIGN METHODOLOGY BASED ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS CAPABILITIES 
Behzad Moccahed and Souran Manoochehri 

EMCABS: 01-05-97 

AT&T Laboratories, Whippany, NJ and Stevens Institute ofTechnology, Hoboken, NJ 
IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacruring Technology- Pare B 
Vol. 19, No. I, February 1996, pp. 238-247 

Abstract:The objective of chis paper is co provide guidance for the design of enclosure joints co maximize 
shielding effectiveness (SE). Six geometrics are investigated experimentally by using a two-cavity 
arrangement for measuring SE. The 38 references cited in the paper provide a good survey of the 
literature. The effects of gap size andjoinc tolerances are investigated. Some attention is paid co the test 
protocol for measuring shielding effectiveness. 

!11dex terms: Shielding effectiveness (SE), joint design, gap size, joint geometry, tolerances 

A PROCEDURE FOR DESIGNING EMI FILTERS FOR AC LINE APPLICATIONS 
Fu-YuanShig, (1) Dan Y. Chen, (2) Pan-Pei Wu (3) and Yic-Tone Chen (4) 
Dept. ofEleccrical Eng., National Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan (1) & (3) 

EMCABS: 02-05-97 

Department of Electrical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Scace University, Blacksburg, 
VA (2)Dcparcment of Electrical Engineering, National Yunlin lnscicuce of Technology, Tou-Liu City, 
Taiwan (4) 
IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics 
Vol. 11, No.1 , January 1996, pp.170-181 
Abstract: The authors use the "noise separator" documented by T .Guo, D. Chen and F.C. Lee 
("Separation of Common-mode and Differential-mode Conducted EM! Noise," Proc. High Frequency 
Power Conf. , Apr. 1994, San Jose, CA) to separately define the common-mode (CM) and differential
mode (OM) filtering action of typical line filters with practical component values. The design procedure 
addresses the low-frequency range (below which parasitic elements do not control) in detail and broadly 
treats the high-frequency range as being "beyond the scope of the paper." The procedure uses network 
theorems co separately design CM and OM (and joint) component values in a practical way. Two design 
examples, one for a flyback converter and one for a forward switching power supply, show how the filters 
designed meet the low-frequency VDE limits for conducted noise. 
l11dex Ten11s: Noise separator, low-frequency design of line filters, conducted noise measurement, switch 
mode power supply noise 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE MULTILAYER PRINTED CIRCUIT INSIDETHE 
EQUIPMENT HOUSING 
Hiroaki Kogure, Hideki Nakano, Kohji Koshiji, and Eimei Shu 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-19 

EMCABS: 03-05-97 

Abstract: leis useful co analyze characteristics of printed circuits by modeling three dimensional structure. 
This paper deals with the elcccromagnccic field analysis for susceptibility of the multilayer printed circuit 
inside the equipment housing using EM analysis, KCC "Micro-Stripes" by the Transmission-Linc 
Modeling Method. This algorithm offers useful basic information for the evaluation of susceptibility and 
coupling to the circuits inside the equipment housing through a chin sloe. An elcccromagnecic induction 
from a cable led to inside the housing is also analyzed. 

Index tenn,: Printed circuit, cleccromagnecic field analysj~,_TLM. )\.h,ch.od, 
- susc'eptibilicf ··· · ·· · · · · · · ·· ··· ·· · ··· 

PREDICTION OF FAR-FIELD EMI SPECTRA EMlffiD FROM A SIGNAL LINE 
ON A DIGITAL PCB BASED ON NEAR-FIELD EMI 
Makoto Torigoc, Takuya Miyashita, Osami Wada, Ming Wang, 
Ryuji Koga, and Tetsushi Watanabe 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-20 

EMCABS: 04-05-97 

Abstract: In EM! standards, far electric field is the object of regulation. The measurement of far electric 
field requires a large measurement system and high cost, whereas the near-field measurement requires 
small equipments and lower cost. If it is possible to predict far electric field based on the near magnetic 
field, we can reduce the effort and expenses associated with the measurement of EM!. In chis report, the 
EM emission from a signal line on a printed circuit board (PCB) is discussed. The relation between near 
magnetic field and far electric field is shown in this report. Our result of prediction and measurement 
coincide within the error of 3 dB. 

Index terms: Digital circuit, EM! prediction, near-field EM!, far-field EMI, transfer function 

A PROPOSAL AND CALCULATION OF EMC MODELING 
Takehiro Takahashi, Yuji Tami, and Noboru Schibuya 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-24 

EMCABS: 05-05-97 

Abstract:In chis paper, common EMC modeling for the cleccromagnccic noise simulation tool is proposed. 
A typical EMC calculation model is efficient for using the high functional simulation cool. The model is 
more efficient than making a complex EMC model. If the calculation data of the specific model is scored, 
it helps co make a noise reduction rule and co educate the noise behavior. For an exam pie of the modeling, 
the effect of a shield which has a hole and attached line is calculated. 

fodex terms: EMC modeling, electromagnetic noise simulation, shielding effect 

AN ANALYSIS OF NORMAL-MODE NOISE CAUSED BY BRAIDED SHIELD 
CURRENT OF COAXIAL CABLE ATTACHED BY A FERRITE CORE 
Takcshi Ichikawa, Hiroyuki Kawada, and Osamu Fujiwara 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-26 

EMCABS: 06-05-97 

Abstract: Coaxial cables are commonly used for the electrical connection between digital information 
equipments because they have excellent characteristics for electromagnetic shields. For the shield layer 
of the coaxial cable, however, braided wires are used, and thus the high frequency current flowing on the 
braided shield can induce voltage(normal-mode noise) between chc internal conductor and che braided 
shield through electromagnetic coupling, resulting in electromagnetic interference. On the ocher hand, 
common-mode current flowing on the braided shield emits an cleccromagnecic noise, whereas it can be 
successfully suppressed by ferrite core attachment. In order co examine if the core attachment can be 

.. effective in reducing the above normal-mode noise, we analyze the norrnal-rnode rioise·induced by the 
braided shield current of the coaxial cable in relation co the location of the ferrite core attachment. A 
theoretical equation for reduction effect of the normal-mode noise by the ferrite core attachment is also 
given, which is confirmed experimentally. 

Index terms: Coaxial cable, braided shield, normal-mode noise, ferrite core, analysis 



SAR OF HUMAN MODELS 
Takashi Nakamura, Shinobu Tokumaru, and Kazuyoshi Uchida 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-30 

EMCABS: 07-05-97 

Abstract: As applications of electromagnetic waves such as handy phone systems increase, biological 
effects of EM waves are cause of concern. Many studies aboutSAR of a human model have been reported, 
but there arc few reports about a case in which plural models are exposed to the EM waves. In this paper, 
we calculated the SAR of two cylindrical human models which are exposed to a plane TM wave and to 
a TM line source. The results show that the SAR of two models in the EM field would be estimated at 
about two times that of the case of only one model. 

bJdex renns: Biological effects, plural human bodies, cylindrical human model, SAR, integral equation 
method 

A PROBLEM OF CHECKING HOMOGENEITY OF THE FIELD AT IMMUNITY 
TEST TO RADIATED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 
Tetsushi Watanabe 

EMCABS: 08-05-97 

EMC-Japan meeting at Industrial Technology Center of Okayama Prefecture, Okayama 
Sepe. l:l, 1996 ,EMCJ 96-32 

Abstmct:Thc immunity test to radiated electromagnetic field is more important than ever. The test rule, 
regulated by IEC 1000-4-3, requires homogeneity of the field checked by measurement at every 0.5 m 
in the reference plane. But this measurement method is not sufficient to check homogeneity. Field 
strength pattern is periodic, but the pattern cannot be observed this way. Therefore, strength level will 
varywi th measurement point. The reason is shown for periodic strength pattern with consideration given 
to waves reflecting from room walls, and this is verified by experiment. 

l11dexterms: Immunity to radiated electromagnetic fields, homogeneity offield, electromagnetic anechoic 
chamber 

A NEW EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR A SMALL DIPOLE ANTENNA 
Mitsuharu Hoshino, Kenji Kubota, Yoshifumi Oba, and Risaburou Sato 
EMC-Japan meeting at Tohoku Gakuin University, Miyagi 
Oct. 18, 1996, EMCJ 96-40 

EMCABS: 09-05-97 

Abstmct:This paper describes a new representation of the equivalent electrical circuit of a small electric 
dipole antenna. By means of circuit theory, the equivalent circuit can be represented by the network of 
series capacitance C connected with a parallel circuit of resistance Rand inductance L. Expressions of 
R, Land C arc given as a function of the length and radius of the antenna wire. The input impedances 
of some vertical monnpolc antennas on the ground plane have been measured. As the values of reactance 
in low frequency agree with the calculated values of equivalent circuit, we detern;iined the expression of 
G. Consequently, calculated and measured values are in agreement. 

fodexterms:Small dipole antenna, circuit theory, equivalent circuit, input impedance 

A STUDY OF REDUCING SAR OF THREE LAYERED CYLINDRICAL HUMAN 
MODEL 
Shiniciro Nishizawa, Osamu Hashimoto, and Wataru Tsuchida, 
EMC-Japan meeting at Tohoku Gakuin University, Miyagi 
Oct. 18, 1996, EMC] 96-44 

I 

EMCABS: 10-05-97 
I 

Abstract: In chis paper, the shielding effect of a three-layered human model which has an elliptical cross 
section using dielectric lossy material is investigated. By numerical calculation, we use the method of 
moment which is assumed to be the polarization current for the model part. The results indicate the 
possibility for calculating the model which has an ellipse axis ratio b/a, nearche real human cross section. 
Also investigated was the shielding effect and variation of the SAR (Specific Absorption Race) value at 
the frequency of layering resonance which shows the highest SAR value of the model. 

Index tem1s: 3-layered cylindrical human model, shielding effect, Method ofmoment 

QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SAR AND TEMPERATURE-RISE 
INSIDE EYE FOR 1.5GHZ-MICROWAVE EXPOSURE 
Kiyofumi Takai, and Osamu Fujiwara 
EMC-Japan meeting at Tohoku Gakuin University, Miyagi 
Oct. 18, 1996, EMCJ 96-45 

EMCABS: 11-05-97 

Abstmct: For investigating the biological effects of a localized SAR (specific absorption rate) deposited 
in a human body for electromagnetic wave exposure, it is indispensable to analyze a temperature-rise 
inside a human brain including the control center of the body temperature. This paper numerically 
analyzes a temperature-rise inside an eye of our developed realistic head model for 1.5 GHz microwave 
exposure, using the FD-TD (finite-difference time-domain ) method. The computed results are 
validated in comparison with the data obtained by Taflove and his colleagues. In order to examine the 
quantitative relationship between the localized SAR and temperature-rise; we also obtained a tissue 
amount over which the localized SAR should be averaged so as to reflect the temperature-rise 
distribution inside the eye. 

!lldex terms: Microwave, biological effects, realistic head model, localized specific absorption rate, 
temperature-rise 

BASIC PROBLEMS OF EMC TEST SITE 
Shigekazu Shibuya, Haruo lshizuka, Toshio Kinoshita, Kazuaki Yoshimura, 
Hidcya Ando, Akinori Kamcshima, Takashi Suzuki,Juiti Kaku, & K. Unno 
EMC-Japan meeting at Tohoku Gakuin University, Miyagi 
Oct. 18, 1996, EMC] 96-46 

EMCABS: 12-05-97 

Abstract: For the past ten years, CISPR has continuously taken up "the rationalization of the test method 
of EM! (to radiated disturbance)" as the most important problem. However, it has remained yet unsolved. 
Thatis, in the EMC Symposium held at Zurich Switzerland in 1991, IBM officially announced basing on 
the results of comparative tests by the 3-m method carried out at 34 excellent sites chosen out of all over 
the world, and disclosed that the values of EM! field strength obtained exhibit a out of all over the world, 
and disclosed that the values of EM! field strength obtained exhibit a dispersion oflOdB or so. Germany 
pointed out in Beijin Conference 1994, the inadequacy ofCISPR test method on actual data collected at 
6 sites, giving a dispersion, greater than 10 dB. In the latest Durban Conference 1995, each country was 
requested again to cooperate in theoretical studies on problems relating to EMC test site and method. 
This paper addresses these problems and explains theoretically that the CISPR recommended sites 
including the 1 by 3-m method give an uncertain correlation factor that is liable to generate an error 
exceeding 10 dB, and also shows that this problem is solved only through making a free space of the test 
site and of the limits for radiated disturbance. 
Index terms: EMC, test site, basic problem, free space, radio disturbance, correlation factor 
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FDTD ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CAUSED BY 
BETWEEN CHARGED METALS 
Kei Kawaguchi, and Osamu Fujiwara 
EMC-Japan meeting at Daido Institute of Technology, Nagoya 
Dec. 21,1996, EMCJ 96-49 

EMCABS: 13-05-97 

Abstmct:Transient electromagnetic fields caused by the cleccroscacic discharge (ESD) berween charged 
metals can be affected by the presence of the metal itself, but the effect has not been examined. This 
paper analyzes the occu!'fence electromagnetic fields due to the spark between spherical metals, using 
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The numerical computation reveals that the 
presence of the metals increase the ESD field level from our previously proposed ESD source model, 
which consists of numberless image dipoles chat give the equipotential condition on the spherical metal 
surface. 

[lldex terms: Charged metal, ESD, transient electromagnetic fields, FDTD 
method, image dipoles 

FUNDAMENTAL STUDY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STRONG ELECTRIC 
FIELD (PART 3) • DEPENDENCE OF DETECTION THRESHOLD ON DIFFERENT 
PARAMETERS 
Masaaki Sakamoto, Hisae Odagiri, and Kenji Misawa 
EMC-Japan meeting at Daido Institute of Technology, Nagoya 
Dec.21,1996, EMCJ 96-52 

EMCABS: 14-05-97 

Abstmct: Fundamental study has been conducted on the biological effects of ELF (extremely low 
frequency) electric field. A perception threshold was measured with human subjects and the results were 
analyzed. The perception threshold was lower in an AC field exposure than in a DC field exposure. One 
of the causes of individual difference in the threshold was found to be the difference in the physical 
conditions of body hair. The psychological conditions of a subject were forced to be changed by giving 
different amounts of information on the field exposure. The threshold was also dependent on the 
psychological conditions. However, these variances in the threshold were far smaller than the variance 
caused by the change in relative humidity. 

/11dex terms: Human effect, AC & DC electric field, safety standard, detection threshold, electromagnetic 
compatibility 

RADIO ABSORPTIVE PROPERTIES OF G-FE203 AND TI02 COMPOSITE 
MATERIALS (PART 3) 
Masaru Chino, Yoshio Nikawa, Kazuo Kikuchi, Takashi Yamamoto, 
and Ario Yamamoto 
EMC-Japan meeting at Dai do Institute of Technology, Nagoya 
Dec. 21,1996, EMC.I 96-57 

EMCABS: 15-05-97 

Abstract: Radio absorptive properties in (g-Fe2O3/TiO2) =(90/10) weight ratio composite materials for 
VHF, UHF and GHz bands have been investigated. Permittivicics and permeabilities of (g-Fe2O3/ 
TiO2)composice materials are discussed for optimum trial design for radio absorptive sample that are 
indispensable for protection of electric equipment from external noise. The absorption properties of the 
sample with 0.2 cm in thickness demonstrates 681 MHz in bandwidth centered at 4.45 GHz as an 
experimental example. 

/11dex terms: Fc2O3 TiO2, composite material, radio absorptive, permittivity, permeability 

A STUDY ON A METHOD OF CHANGING THE MATCHING FREQUENCY 
CHARACTERISTICS USING OPEN-HOLE FERRITE 
Atsushi Maeda,and Youji Kocsuka 
EMC-Japan meeting at Daido Institute of Technology, Nagoya 
Dec. 21,1996, EMCJ 96-59 

EMCABS: 16-05-97 

Abstract: This paper describes a method on simply changing the matching frequency characteristics of an 
EM-wave absorber and improving the macchingcharacceristics using an open-hole ferrite material. As che 
result of experimental and theoretical investigation, the ferrite with cross-shaped holes shows the ability 
co change the matching frequency characteristics broadly. As for the theoretical analysis of matching 
characteristics, the Spacial Network Method has been introduced. It is clarified that the matching 
frequency is changed from 2 GHz co 4 GHz using the ferrite material with Cross-shaped holes. 

Index terms: Open-hole ferrite, matching frequency characteriscics, cross-shaped open holes, Spacial 
Network Method 

ANALYSIS ON DISTRIBUTED CONSTANT FILTER 
Toshio Inomata, Shuichi Nitta, Atsuo Mutoh, and Yoshiro Saco 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-25 

EMCABS: 17-05-97 

Abstract: A noise filter made up of lumped inductance and capacitance has many problems like poor cut
off characteristics in the range of high frequency. In order to solve the above problems, a distribuced 
constant filter has been proposed. However, its analysis and design methods have not been established 
yet. In this report, it is concluded that equivalent circuit is presented and in the vicinity of first parallel 
resonance of f-lZI curve, is in agreement with measured value. 

Index terms: Distributed Constant Filter, Distributed Constant Circuit Theory, cable 

APPROXIMATE FORMULA OF SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS OFAN INFINITE 
PLANE FDR A DI POLE FIELD 
Yoshifumi Amemiya, and Takashi Yamaguchi 
EMC-Japan meeting at Kikai-Shinko-Kaikan, Tokyo 
July 19,1996, EMCJ 96-27 

EMCABS: 18-05-97 

Abstract: This paper shows approximate formulas of transmitted fields through an infinite plane for a 
dipole field. In the magnetic/electric dipole field, the transmitted field is in. inverse proportion to the 
fourth/second power of distance from the dipole, shielding effectiveness of the plane is in direct/inverse 
proportion to the distance, and for vertical dipole equals/doubles it for horizontal dipole. The value of 
shielding effectiveness from the above formulas and that from expression involving integral computation 
agree well over a wide range of the distance, and the under/upper limits which make the difference 
between them lower under !dB are shown. 

Tlldex temzs: Shielding effectiveness, near field , magnetic dipole, electric dipole 
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Ii,~lilin LoiAhge!e~-.. ln-1966 he served with · .. . R-.idicf Ch:1b. of America, an Ass6ciate,E61lo,v ..• ,:Exp<iri~h~e with sim~lar fypf install~:<>,~$ ?i . 

. tpe Technical.Papers Revi·ew. Committee for:.·, ·;ot;ifie"Americaninstittite of Aeronautics,ind • indicates/that radiadbh ofRF from power • .. · 
.. tlie San Francisco G_..~MQ,S,ymposiitfu.· . . , . Asi:ionautics(foimerly the Institute of the . Jiries Jhqli,ld pe negll~bfe, ;but thati~diation 
. ' .. . Aerori[utical Sciences) and an honorary life . could ble~p;ect.edfi;rii:n the convertef... , ·. 
iRAM. BERMAN memb.er o(th:e Institution of Radio and . j cation aH~f':its a11xili'licy faciJit,ies. . . 
JoINS.FAlRCHltD ·.. '';"'..'.El~2crbnics Engin,~ers, Australia: In 1944, . . .. .· . . .. . 
ha (Marcy) Beirnap, recent!y)eft the Re- / ' .. ' h~•ieceived t~eIRE's MedaLQf Honor and . ' . RESULTS: OJ:<' AD~OM . . •··· 

.,entry apd Envlr9nme.:P:tai Systeriis Division . in 1960.1is-'F-pJrider's Awa,rd] t\l~d;:he• was: ... · ... ' ELECTIO,N B:.ALI.l)Ttif,,<: 
.•.. ofG~ner~I ,EJe~tti¢ Gtimpariy tojofo . the gue~t' banquet speaJ;:~i::atthe ·19,6,8.EMG L The _ballotfofthi electi:on qffiv~ ~MC .. 

f•!5$!~~;~~!f f li~.IB . . . . ::::::s:~1'ES ...... . .. i.:, _·.·.;.r.:.'..:·~·:.:.·.:.l .. sr ... s.1tx'(.·.; .. '.;.u.·.{d:tc•.:.e.·o ... :.m .. ~. · .. :m
0

.3e;.:.l"b~ev.0r·.i.··.s;.· .. ··n·:aT:.i ... hn;".·•.:·····e{b.:ail:1:.·o:.;t!s~.i_ •. ~.:rti .. ei,t.

0

:'ti_ .. n_.u .. 0.srt.n:eidj·:.::'. 
· ~ditorp(Elh,:t;pter Cl1atter; as well aspther J '.'A~BOMB EMP n ... n . 

spec')'ii'[Je~t,u(~s. ~s'.~ resµJt bf 1T1ariy:'· . . ·•· . Securicy ,vraps were peeled dffa hush,husJl' '.:' have• be~t} 9,ou·ntedind'the followjJlg six 
cdhtplitatiqi:is '. in chari.g@;jqbs and Jppatiqn, " .. >Army rmciear-simulatio.n project in µiid- ···. . :, members .have beeflieledced for a three-year 
Marty's coluajn doe~ not!)ppear in thJ~ isstih , 'August revealing the exis,tence ofa 's1,1per' ·. ' ',t;:.mR<,b.· Fe~t,.;einm.e'•,:,, .. ·.' .·.n. g.Jan,~ary i; 1970. . ,/>. ; < • 

of.the Newsletter. Chapter Chairm~n -will : v• .. eiectiomagnetic pujse (EMP) facility at . . 'V 

be notified ofthe cli~[lge s(?t,fiat we can . Orlando, FlaiThcbfaciJityJ,ylls ,designed and . J, J'. Krst:ansky ··•· 
... agairik~epour members upWd11te.onthe builtby':fytart,in'Marietca:··~o~p;f0rlandp .. J.J. .O'Neil .. ·· 

pioi ~~~c,civi,ti.es}h~P~~houf ch~JQunrry. f,11 Div. und6r thi·guidance of Dr'.··Carl;I). · . ·• > fl.' fyl,Schlicke · .. , 
persons) vishil).g;~cf report on' local :or>chapcec, .·· l?ierson Jr •. and Elliocc:it Valkenbuig, heitb." ·. R'Jf~chulz ; .. ,., 

<irctivities areirivifod' to correspond\vith i lheITlbers of. the research ari.d engineeririg · .. L. w. Tporpas; Sr. :.,, 
M¥(fy.at,~i~_.rf;:efd9res{,:, .··. .·· .· /'. . .. ' ' ·d~phatthe Orland6'Piv. . . ·.. . .. . 

-:,, , •,as ,i· : T:he facility .cp~sists ofa 1000-ft. dipole ·.·JJJ··.····'AA . . CC .. c·.c
11
:a;fD\Nn: .. ·g.;e•.· .. ,_·.

5
·.: •:t •.. ,ts.•:·(]··' •..•.. EP•.·. asm}.J.e:r ... • •. a,.f • .. 

~HQl\IBRI(;.:SEILESSUI'l' 'ta.'lit¢ni'iawich,a,spa,k-:gap ati!Sc~ii(er. High~ . ,l l l 

(<31\MRIDGE; MASS.)-~Ohomerics;Ihd>,•an ·' ·. ·voltage,pq!'\'y[ Stlpplies, g~J1el'atiflg250 kV',' ·. Joint Technical·AdviS()!Y C9u 
Arlingt;n based manufaduref,.:has fil~d ~~it , charge We 'ani:erina ~ithi11 Q;lus xhi:gugh' it ,: Committee). This·cooperarive:~11,tieavor of :. ~ 
in Ma:ss~chuset~ Sup§~ioi,Co~ft agai1m .· 20 Mil r~sist,op;,. Upori discharge; uf toi : : , ' IEE'~,,an e11gi11ee1il1gsocfoly,. :i11d'.EJi~tl9.ruc"'. . 
Ercoh, Inc. arrdione of:its employees, a zo,oooA'.flowacross thc3 spafkgap;}\Vhlie r; ;Jpcl,l,\striesAssociation (~.IA),s iirade" .. •\ 

/i::rii~i ;:IE;tf~1t~~,si2i;1~;~~1~;;;iii!1r· E~~z;i£i;!iii~~~~~,. . 
N Y,l!nd1th~:J>arl,.er Hamfih ' ·· .··· . . ·, ,. EG~G: Inc., Bedfora,-Mass.; that,wiU namely, c6n~ervatiori ofthenatufal res<>brce · .. •• 

<Corp ·11>l:>,fb~io.<f'He ~~itcdh~~fri~;~he .• prbdiid~ even str~!lger EMJ?,radiarion. whkh is the. eleptrom'agnei(c'~p.¢ctrum~J'f ' 
... :• inisiippf nation 6fGhoriforfos' confideifrial . . . . . . . .. . .. . .·.. . . 

... .. .. •iriforinl(ti&k > ."c·•.·.!!.•.··•.'.··EG.· .•... ·,·b·~.1\. ·. FTSA,•.··UP·~.:.·.:AD.:'·T···, ..•.... t.:.,Y.n.· . ..... c.·.··.·~(}R·~ .·.'.,.·,····i·.··· -.• · ;:,:The.'dispJt6 ~vQl';es"~lec,iricall/ .u rU ~ .L,H,;,, ]; , 

¢ohductive plascic,g:l.~ketandsheet · Eif8trohiagri~ticpolhf:,. <:llqsed .by :/> ·.• .·. ' ,; .. \C.,:; 
. ~ateriaJs .. 'I'h~Juit request~ an· injunctfonto increasea: use cifheavyj:~le.ctdcal eqµipmeht ·. . . GplE~C TO CH.A:NGJl ITS NA\!\ffl? .. 

. prev.::nt the futther. llse ofCh~meric's . ·. j5 filling;adio and teld;isionchannels:.~lth ·. Agairt't the;AdComiScorisidering ch~';;igWi: 
::cscbhfide1'ltia[irifo}riiafiori} / •·- tlQise, particul~flyaiound larg¢c:u"itfustri~I. . .·· 't ·•.· .· .. ·· •.·· .. ··rh G'' ·.• . ;· tl"6'' ' ; ; .· · , .. < • 

. • •· :~;:h1:;t~~~.!;r;~];t :t:;;,bl~. . ~i~14£;f.~Zc·.:.~.u .•.. o)nat~n}u: .. e~drt.·.'.or.nn· .. a.:.i.·.$.·.•no.g.tei:.n.·•.:.v<·.!e_;·•:.•.tip!.·,a~.:.".:.•e··.•. 

~ois~ sotircet %he potenrialqffender isl!: ·.. " ,.. ,,. 



REMEMBER WHEN 

,Durinirthe ;A.dC&n.,~eecing during the l971 . sVMPOSIUMRECiJVES< . 
. ., EMCSymppsium, theJolfowi11g ri~Iries . SUPPORT,• 

t:~~t:~b1:~~ol ;; • .. . - . .. -ri~:i:!:~~~~rcio
0

~:::i~~ity,wpichwas 

Spectrutti·~n-giri~ering . . · · .·. . held inPhiladelphia on Julyl2~}4, is now 
:Spe~trurrC&Q.ompatibilityControl, , .·•· -.history. •Whether9r not it \Vas\'uccessfu) .: 
Spectgi'rn::Poll~tiqn Control ... ·- depends llpOJ'\ yoti~ point .of vity,t/ . 

·.• Electrotndgnecic Sp'eccrum,'Co11crol< . .· .. AS AN ATTENDEE, success was based 
<spectrurri Elect'romagrietic Ecology: . . . -·· upo~ the t~chnol~gical reward. The pape~s 

.
,:_'~ .. · .. •··.· .. ~_·•. ! .. -_·Ei.;nr.~.g;':1:n·::e'.: .. e·. : .. r •. '1!r.n'.~g~;.i.z~;;t~~.·.···~t:~;~•.ti~trol.·•·• •···. · .. :ij:c~r~~f~~~~::t1::~~

11::.1:l:.t~th

. 
_ . . .. the e){hibii:ors displayed rie~ products and 

. Spectrurn.Martageme.nt - .. . ·.. . . distributed material and goodwill freely. . .. 

. Spei;trurn.Sc1e,ncesGrnrip ;_· . . . . · : ·.·· AS,AN EXHIBITOR, sticcess ,~is•based' 
. · • \-Jntirdisciplin~ty _Spectttu:_n ~1fanagernent upon exposure· and pptenfial sales . • We . 

.. : .... Electro $pbdr~gi Con(:fC>l . .. Canrtoc commeqJoripotentialsales)·but , .. 

PENSION PLANS 
DONOTPAY OFF . .. . .. . . . . . 

... A survey by Senate investigators indicates 
that the 'dream of retirement pensions. . 
u~ually turns out to be a nightmare, A study 
of. payouts by 34,000 diff efent' pension fonds · .. · 
opernted by.privat6indusqy,with><•~ssets of 

:$125 billion - indicates that millions of 
· worl<.e,rs ~ho gotowoi-l(under.perisionplaris 
'never collect a cent fo b~riefi,ts .. l]nrealistic 
terms, layoffs, plaritf;i.il ures: or . .. 
''technicalities" ~ill ~ntrµ& tOdisappoint.,i 

. high percehtage ()f Workers - as high as 90% 
'in some industri,es, ·one Senator said/ . 

(Editor's nt:ii:e: ·, A follow up newspaper 
. item indkated,that "Employers get Ihbst 
benefit." The article indicated that fonds ·.· SpectruJii :CohsetvaUon .·.· approc9mately 500 persons including > 

$pe(:frutnJTtiUzai:ion ·• .. CC>mpecitors,'passed th.rough the exhibit area. . that do not: find their way i11to th.e pockets of 
R'.}j', Y~liz,at_i()n , ; . . < . . . · .. ASAGROUI?;MEMBER, .the f~l! papers ... · '

7
retited workers .are used ins~adto prop .µp 

.• ·. After the AdGom mee~ihg,. '.\R,adiador~/: . were pririted in theBymposiJ:m Record and · the eillployer'sbusiness; Jttold of using tax .. 
;:-:Spectrunf}foagitieering?; *as ~~ggested. · sufficient copies-were printed for aH those - . exeippt pensiorifonds to p11rchase property -

.. . Radiation' defin,es the wpe,6f sp~ctrun:i, ,to , . who ate trnlYirgerested. Copies ,a_reStill . • wlien bank loans are nC>tav;ilableand:the 
.. : the elictrom_'agnetic;~Qd extends fro,m R~ to ; : JIVailabletlirough Ne~,y otk a·t:$6'.op each. -: • practice of getting the pensiOn Jtig.ds to ·. 

co,snifo f.tY~· ,Jt,· tl:iei;ef&e; ericqrpp~s~es · .. · .. · . . .. . As AN ADCOM, MEMllER/ t):l'e . - .. · .· purchase 'the emplC>yer's s'toc:kwhen he •· · 
. gam.Illa Jmd x0 r;.i:ys which creawEMP'during .· financial picwre,Jooks·very promising, , Up .. isiues same f~r new capital or to p.rnp· up the · 
nudlear itfetts problemiL •· lillagineering to ,$6000 may be forwarde·d to the Treasurer lllarket . price of the stock. One . - ... 
Ipp,laces ;t;he,terfll engii:ieetirt·g ':_Vhich is ;'.. to . help finance. t}ie Tran§actions; .Newsietter cornm\inicatio_ns .coinpany s:ho'fed ·over: 
alr~ady ~()~ered in IEEE'ar1d,.has the' andt}bsfracts. . . ... · ,, . . . .·· .. . . . '320;000 persons partic:ipating)n a pensicm 
restrictive w<ird engini: 'in if:. lrriagineering . TO THE SYNIPOSIU'.ivt COMMITJ'EE,- . plan fo,rovenhe past ZOyears> Over . 

. • c:an be ~IJY• of the t:19~ a11d pC>sitiySforward~ .· success .was realized by the smiles; 230,000 erilployees have le'ft dye .firm. . . 
,rpaching,,discipl!pes as •wdl a:5theold ~i:id comments ,and c:ongratula!i\:lns off pied ·by . ,yithout collecting a -pprtny -ll~ottt 6,000 of 
present Ones; many of those who attended'. AdditionaE 'these had over JSyears serviGe a'ndnearly , ·. 

· · ··· rewards were >obta1ned·inthe fellowship 13;000 had more than lOyears with th(?'firm. 
coRiis bANI>IDATEF6R ., •. . which was shared and h1stjp.g.frjendships . FrC>rri Miles Benson, <(Pension;;lllanStudy 
J)ELEdATEl))1R:ECTOR~i972,.73'· established betwe.en cornmittee merilbers. ·· Indicates Employers Get Most Behefit;'..' . 

' W,illiairi E,·:Cory'J, a11 ,otitsta'rtdiI1groemhergf . TO THE Co::s:roNSORS; su'tcess was Long lfland Press, T~esday, Aprif6; t;<nL) 
the G'cEMC,:i~ a carididat~for;IEE'E . .·· <· just the. knowJedge .th~ttheipmpport\1/:iS ·.· ' ., .. · ,, . . . .... ' ,,. 

Regiori;1 D~l~gat~iR;gionaf Di}ector; 1972~ ·· needed and apprpciate'd. '.i\nd indee,d it was! i AE.MN··· a
0
·. -.P

5
R
0

0L_ BULT ... · E
1
.i
0
M···NsS. _ 

· . '73; '.iri 'tlie Sou,thwesrern-.J,{egion(\R(;;gior1 S; ... ·. · At past ~ytiipo;iums, the · donations made by 
Kt1owh':as• Qepe JO mall y ofohj-Group . . . •. cci~sporisors were usually earmarkedfor. _gie . . The last ]ssue,bf the EMCNewslette~ 
members,'he IS the Director ofElecfr6nic ·. coc,kta:il p~rty . . .Ho\VeV~r, the $ymp(}sium . intrnducecLa new-rehder participadon ' 

. SysteinfRe'sh~clbtcthe·'sguthivest ... ···. · .Co.rn.mi.ttee was reluctant co c6mmi~;thetotal feacure titled EMG'PROBL'EMS AND · 
•; Reseafch lnsti~t1ce,i1)$an Antonio, Texas. • contri.b.utioris ·to the 'parcy dt'ie to economic;c. SOL1J'.fIONS. 'Althoughthe rdpoIJ,se ~as ' 

'"" . . ' .•· ;, . ... . " . . - presstire; Tltus;' the 'ta-:sponsorS this'year_ ~lso n"oroverwh~ltnihg, there -We_re ·:i few good••· . 
. ANNOJ]NCEMENT'AND CALL . . contributed tq ,the:welfare of our QrC>tip. To. . . . questioiis\r;egardipg Federal Corri.muriicatj91f · 

l. >p(:)Jt'PABEE:S ·:· · . .. : . .. . ,;. . . . theJ.w:~Jvi? cosponsors go ollrsinc~ie than~s; . Qommi.ssion Refttilatiolls .. ::. . .. 
••' PURD'IJR1972 SYl\WOSIUM .. .···· ·· . . ·.. . - . .. . If you hav6 EMC relate.cl problems that yt)ll ·• · 

·.· ELECTRbMAGNEIT'IHJ-IA,ZARDS, : U , S; p ARTIQIPATION would like. to pr~sent to t~EMC experts'\t,hat 

POLLUTION ,,,,; . '.),, - .. •.:,INS. T''!~:DEA .. R·····R.NDA.STAl~NT.· I.A.-v:·.L·'··.·I'·•TI,, ·$ ·.s·· ," .· readthe ]~MC Newsletter, please submit-

/ ~.-.·r·.·.•a,-y~.··.·.-s•_.E __ ..•. ••9·~.·•· .. '.1VI .... · .. ·9·.·7·R .. 2:p. 1 ... ·' ·s·,.'M·;·•·· ·····E.-.···.-.• ... ·N.- .:~ ·. :·•·.A··:···•······ .. L .. QVA·•·.•_BJTY.··.· •--:--• .. ·· .. ·. -_: fl.l 'C '---' . them: . All'. oft:he.problems '.received will be 
lV TheJE)':E gave its sup6o~t to a P,IOposed i reviewed "by, the editorial staff ~d ~h6se 
f>urdu~ Univetsfty .·. .. . . bill; S, 1798; before the Foreign Com·m.erce .. judged apprnpriafowill' be pimted in future 
J:-oafayec,te, Ir1ciiaµa'.17Qp7 .. • . _ . arid Tciurism ,Subcom'ipittee 6f the. Qpit~d , . issues (Jf theNewsleder. Hopefully, some 

•··· •·· The ihernhof the Symposium IS t(J , •;·- ·. States Senate .. The purpose of.the bill 'is ''to cifoui"readers will be able•to offer exc'ellent 
explore':the effect~and 'µew applicatioµ areas -, . fo;ter fµller Uhitecl Stateiiparticip;ation iri . solutions or sugg~stions to your ptoblem, ·. 

:9felec~rowag11eti{fielci~'. . Spec:if!.c topics to • internariimal trad6 by the prorriotidn and , .a.ndthe New~]eti:er \\'.Ht prjntthose solutions .. 
be ;exa(Iljnediridude:, • - . . . : ' "support" o,f representation of lJnited States or s_uggestions, that are c;orisideted to, .be most 

,J) I-Jaz~rds-of; arid effecJ:, off exp·osure_ to . . .interescs·iri foternation~ivoluntai;y standards ' prc:imisiilg. ,,!fspace is ,available, se,yeral 
¢J~c~roma'grie&· radiatiOn·t - ': . . . . . '~ct:ivities,: and . f~iother ptirpdses:'' T_he " . alterJlati:ve solutioliS will .be preseJlted: 
2):,1\fOise atid inte'ifereri~e d~e to. po~er IEEKindicatedjts strong belief chatthe biU Thlls, ai) of the readers •willi:>tofitfr{)ITJ, the 

· 1in~s;1:1n,d:oi:herhigh·pci'IVy;· equipment. .. · wo~ld $Crve 'a useful and valuable pmipose i:i-i' 'eiclrange .. bfpro~le,ms,and ideas:· .. In 
;3)lriteractfcih'~ ofe1ectromagneti\;ildi_ation • Stierigth~ning"the 'participatiofrof't)hited . .. -addition; · copie/of all.soltitiops, s,uggestioris,: 
ip.d '8h~ eh'Viioqqiertt;,~rid •pollµtid.n ; ..• · •. •. .. · Stares Ill ter~sts in intefoatiorial .· .... -· · C •• or cort)rnems reteiye9 wiH .b€ forw~rded. to . · · 
mcinitprin:g by, elee:t;o~ag~etic h-ii::,ans. star;idardii;tiC>n; the reader w:ho,sutimitted th1;:,•problem .:. 
24 ,, 
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Samuel Perry 

Carl Frederick 

Marty Berman 

Dr. Ralph Showers 

Richard SchuHz 

Joseph Fischer 

Andy Anderson 

Rex Daniels, Herman Gar/an, and Albert Kall 

Leonard Thomas, Jr., Jackie Janosky, and Howard WoHman 

~!i~!if\t~t;1;~s: ~~t~i~· .. 
LfJ. Jnttod U()e(ta;" .. BMI m'c;_ter,at'th'ei~9% 

/ Syro~osium,: _· D~i~nated. a~ mod<:~ E fS-lt t ;tit'.f ia,di~ef tts~~yiri{\f 
. mete~ frorn lOJclfa·t~,zzo µillz:Ii) ~a. sti&_ .. .. bjlicy,i;t:e~r. . 

::!!tllillii~;:(~~~ 
·~~ll~~liliif li~;~~~~:,.• 

•. 'r6paiµp_eµ -MiJe, PaJ1l Lucas~1J:>ata Pfedsi;i;in'~)ptoj:e,~f~ai\'a' · .·•.·.·• ·· 

· ..•... ~~~1;~1::-:~i:i:,i~r!~!f!~f~ID~i~~i;;~~a::~,~tit; ..... , ·.···•··· .. ·.;·tir~F:qik} 
··· •;integn,ited;,andfed:baclt mtqthe. Clln.Yerter i,tt'~n':ead1er,s;tag~;Y~}30~-qui ·.of'pJias9:;c, 

·with. tlle original' outpiii~3Js,lisi~nal:ii{q1.is51~e~ 'rit.i,f1!::iltp,4v~i:;i~~~.:,~~i:f :.·• 
.,. \,. of~cel1\l_tiOn;,'{J,:f1e companysays ·11oise:is•:i.ty,ntq ,tb,1!t;' ~f-eqiii:Y~l.en_tidevi~~[ .'., :· 

.. made .the old way;Jgr ciX!lmplci tar!y; /!rift with the.techlitque :ti¥~~$uj-¢q jri '~ ' 
thou_!!aildi:hs ofaperdeht. ·r .. · .. ·.•· ..... .. •. f:. . .. . . . ,. ... .' " \) . 
;, [Excerpte.d f):giµ'E/~tronia~Jtine}, J 9n . . .... .. 

,v 
Issue No. 78, Summer, 1973 

fyfo Roben Gqldbluin 
'Edito~,E.MffNewsiiJter . "" 

.D~i~:g·~:~d!)rjf ~:t1::~·;;tii;fuf::1~ttef (arJi1§;~~lime~bj~gid~-tJfri,: . ···" 
oUt;ll group newslette(th'.llt 1s cl1st1qcdybettenllan,ttie'~\rerage; "'' '1/;, . 

.·int!!:l~~~J;:{;~;·.;;~:fd,::E~~:t1dt;~'.~a!\~-j~b~:~~tieifilr ,:, 
·. parr'of IEEE:t l .tlaorougltly a greet. We' rieed,i gfsiwdyal' qfrePllir. ( ']'f'i~ ojily .••• ·. 

"t§f i1~~i!~!~JTu;;~J~~rt~;f.~t~1·• 
·•··, <s~i)lm~i;j!f f JfJf 

is 



REMEMBER WHEN 

.•. " EMGFIGBJtE.;01tMERIT' 
. . . . ·.. . :· :. . . 

·-sEMINwii < · · ·•·· .· • !J;asin ofLo;Angele.s, but there is the . .· Fonecasting and AsSeSS/Jleritand ,the Staws 
. refre~hingof the spirit. Foton_ the 16th day · :cifch~iEMQ,Engineer, Thus it was tiiatthe 

> A onlday Seiliinar.o;·mviC,Fi°gure~of-Merit~- of the 11th month; a rtumbefof the elders of. ti%e of EMC does not fot the oc~asicinal _ ... •.· .. 
,forreceiyersandtra~smitters will beheldon the tribe;gathered to prophesyWha~'s New ; . shakiIJg of the ground caus~ th~m tO.;falt~r . . 

in EMC forl9?3 to We: aII1azement oftwci · · · · · .·. ·· . t · · 

score and 12; arid on th6l8th clay ofthe last WASHINGTON . D C .. . . . . .· 
month the tribe did· eelebr~te with,a pal'.ty•.. 4ridiit 9ame to :p:~~•-~n. ih<?)i,7th diiy bf~µ~ 
for r:he ho}idayseason. On the 25th, day cif .. ,. fifth mortth that the memb'ers ofthe tribe.of · 
thefirs_t month the .sage, H?rb Merte(of ; , . ;E1:i'C·who .assistthfleadt:rs o(the nation . · .. > .· 
Gene1a!Dy11ami9s~ San Diego, .did expotiriil ;· tlidcon\rene;tiid :~ear:M:;: I>ayi~,B.·_polb'y;<Jg_ . 

•.. · pn EMC for RapidTransit Systems; Which/ .. the Officeof_T~:1¢doi:nmim,ic\ltiQJl Policy, 
coulcfcausethe·silverch~tiotsthatcarry .. ·.· -•·· ··· .,t\:ndth(: s~gt:Dav1d"".~sve.ry,wis·6;10r'he . 

.•. Hiiiit6c! 'to' the\ea·r1iestapplicants Dy available . ::multitiidesfroiri CJ~Y to city to fun askew, . was able to explain-"OTP Cifci:ilarll ";., A \ . 

":m,6~dng'.~p;i'cc/':myou wi~h tQ ~'ttend, please ·. And yet this problein does not occupy the . Polic;y to AssistPlanriing f~r Use of,the . . . · 
. notjfyiv1~.M'. ,LL1,1stgarden, . , ' •..... , atteritii:m ,ofthe propqets ,who,predict . . . SpecgumSp~ce;" ,.:· . . ' . ·. . .· . 

·.· .. -,Ij;i~cpr()_ll{~gniticC\c>Illpatihility A,naiysis . i greater llS.e of th,e chariots, .. 'I;'he)eacier of : ' . . ._:.· ·:' .,_- -· ->... 

ME-TROPOLITANNEWYORK OeriteL ... . . . ... the.nibe 'did statetµatthe sage, Herb > ... . 
. ·, M6rtel,willleada counciliriits 'discussions>c ·• ,An din the gr6~tesc c;itythere\va~ ii"mighcy 

···. ·· oHAP'FHRCHATTER .· ~t thernightyEMCcc:mvocationinthesixth, _. grpupingb(the ttibe, .,artpthey do convene , 
by,lr'a ('Mlrfy))Je1-,,,a11 , ,,,,. •• morii:h;wherein,contrcil of the silver chariots one· time every riew .mQort·. And,in;the .· ... ' 

,.· ,fa:. the;begip~ing: th<: f(~.CJl.leµcy · b;rtds w6(e j'". thatrnn 011 nvo·:bars of1r~n laiq. upon the ~h'ltifod'e oftheir.,,rneetirigs they qo_tap riew 
, .. µhformed andyofd/ with :no-inte,Higerice on ·- i ,· gr.<>und rnay be effecied b,/ineans of , •. . sources of.;wisdom; a'hd ,ih tl;iefrwi$dom.iliey 
,,tht recel'vers- ofsound.arid music; arid' . .· conpection\5rfuanysmaU filanien'cs. of metal, .all diLbecof;Il{ wi_se,:mer{> ~d $eir_ . ··•··· ·•. ,, . 
. riaiighi: sa;te litatibw;s _hea(~ t~fough,tjie . . And' th~ leader does State that the tribe from •. "' meetings Wfr~ lield 'Oi;t the 15th day ohhe_ .· 

. ,: . land," 1)._voice":cai,rie':froin -the deep sayip_g " . ·'the,':cin, ofLosAnieles .dots fl6udsh. · Jn •. . • 11th montq, in wliich,,theY1~arned Radiati~n 
- _ "Le(tlieiecbe' E:'MC;'.'. _iiridtherewas EMC, .these .. days.ofwoe, suclt.newsissurdy _as ... H;.1zards .Me'asi:ireini;nts,·atid th.efri:eacher . ;' 

• a.#c,f lfrwas igobd.'i1h,id .EM(}separaced'the . . 'wdcorii'e. as ,!Danna from.Heaven; ,· . .. was E. E. Aslariof the c1ar{ 6f Natda,,and oh 
.. · inteUigencefrom the stattt0arid the noise; ' r:h; 13th diy of t4e }2th ~oh,th,the te~cher, . 
,; and ·chep~ople r~jofoed'i~ their cities and . · SEATTLE . . . .. A G;•Zirnbah1,tti ,taught on the method~ oL 
,iheir' terits> ,, . , .... •,.. . . . Art-_ct' Chere was it mighty city wheie the - ' condiicti,ng.the Great Syfup~sit1111 iri the 

traditions-.wete pas std frcim tlie''Warriors with summer; ;.ttl~ · on the 17th.day ofche:fost·,, ... 
ATbAN'IlA .~kiri t:Ije c_olor of-bronze to.the tribe ofEMC:, i mQnth the tribe did consider the protection 

· -Ati.dAtliil)ta ,Spcike .. u~to theNewsleuer And whert the tribe met in convocatjon they • ofthe materials ohpe •ltibe'{tbm tl1e great '. 
· s~y.iiJ,g,_veri)y 1-Ve )lave:rqee[ipgs; a_nd we a.re <lid ch6ose Thqrnas I{ . Herring as Leader', . · electric spark.jn ~he sky, and on tpe ?lsf day 

• prpspering. , Qn,tlje16th, 'day/of t!J.e 10th ·· ,and,Jerry M:Carter a$AssiscantLeader; and · · of thri second month the tribe did ponder 
month ;ofche -pr.eyfous ;year,-.Dr'. It We" )licha.rd:F.1foltma11-:i.s Sc;fbe ~nd°Keeper of ' the Philosopby ofTes~s'..,: : . ' . 
,Larspn,'~h<S'fs ;~ 'Ass~ciate P.rqfosscir at.the- · • the Gbld. The leader has tailed tlktribe to · · · ·· ··· ·· 
T6chiiiGatln~titatei in'deorgi;,:dicf lectu~e · !ll~etings, and dn the 20th day ,ofthe ~inth.. And thus itcarrte t6 p~~ tbatthis is the 

. pri theElecrticai Car p'tog~rnatthe .·· mo_nth ofahe previous ye~ronly fou:r and 10 , last c:oh1m11 'J "o«tilJ' be ~itjng; )t's been a . ·. 
'I/isdtute;· and H ,djd hear .. and approv:.e... did hear Alfred Eckersley of the clah of . wild five years ., FIVE 'YEAR$ ~·that has .. 

Boeing speak on,a Test Jig for Shielding seen mp through thre'e jobs; and has .seen . 
PH0ENJ;X 

, •1A)lci it camfto.:pa~s in the first l}'IOnth that 
'. .th.is (lhapu/cho;~to,s,eleqt its ~ew officials; 

Effectiveness,.. ··· · · • the rise and fall of EMC Chapters. all around 
· the country. B,ut.nowl'm ju~t aboutout of 
the·EM(}:Susiness, and it's really tough to 
"follow it·asc:losely as a Grci11p!N'e,11sletter 
colllmnj"eq~1irps .. With a fa¥lyJirrq.hand 
(but with just.a trace of catchi~ my throat) I 

SAN.FRANCISCO .. 
-lllltj they a~~ :b"Yayife Awer!iampoL .. And .the members of the tribe of EMC who 

. fyfototofaas Leil_d'ern-Iarold cyiles ofcGeneral •. abi_c!e where the g'rotmd ~hak~s ~ndinighty ·· 
. d6rriiriuhfoations·as Assi$tant

0

Leaqer; Ron ·-. ·• bricfge{span'.°thewafer n6arthe city have 
>Leland cifMotorola asScrihe;JimMartin of · lllet ori the, 20th day of the' 11 t!i. inonth, and ·.· 
·-· Ati,zona,.J> ul;ilic Syr;ice as Keeper of (hi: . . one .score arid ten were enlightened when 
. Goid; anci Johil {\1:'attesori of J{oneyweU as William Berg~r of tl),e cl~n' of Philco-Ford 

.. Ma~te?~fArntrigenientrand Piiblicicy. i\.;d WDL did speakori Sertiicoriductor Failure . 
. these offic_ials were chosen by baUot on the . Analysis. And the sages Dick Krasner of the 
13d) day of: the.]~tmonth of.tb.e previous '• . clan of National Semiconductor, artd : Alan K · 

.. ··• year;.~hen pne score and fourhe,ard Dr. . .· J ohns6n of the clan of LMSC .did assist. the 
.· B~n G. Orielley pr~sent EMC Effects on ·· manWilliarri in hls speaking. ·. And on the ·· 

Q~m!Ilunjcation Equjpment.;. • - . 18th day ofthqecondmonth s_till -~nother . 
. group lead by Dr. RQyA.rilarawho is also the 

, Leicierofthe cl_~n 6-f the fosi:itufeof the , 
·· A:ndthere _wa~ :.i watering piacein thsvalley .· .. Future, and FrtdNfohbls who·is the leader · 
in 'the desert, where the maidens would ,, .· iif the clan. o£LectroMagnetics, an.d;Dr. 

!1~~:~_;birt&i\; 7tt1~:;:~rt~:e:;i~:7:
1
:he·. . ~tdd~u:::c~· :~ *::~t:1~7!~1co-Focci 

. , ' .. ,·• , . . 

·.· tos·ANaELi:s,: · · 

pass the guidbn ·to"the new Associate· EcHtor. 
To all who have sent me · ~ews and" stuff.- . 
,th;nkyou: .To all wh:o have sent best .· 
wishes.:t tha_rtk.yoLJ tc:io ...• And ~est wishes 
from here, for biggerand b'e,tter EJvlC! . 

GEORGE UFEN ·.. . 
LEAVES SIGNALITE 
Georgi: R: Uf6n has r~signed effective June 
T; as'Wesrern Iv!anager qfSigrtalite to, . . 
become piesiq~nt oftl,ie recently •. •· .. 
ihc::orporated GRUAsso., jnGle[ldale,Ca; , 
Georg<! was previdusly'-Wescerrt Nfanager f<>r ·· 
_Fairchild Electro-Metrics ahd,pri6r to thlshe 
~as co~owriei ofan ,electroiiic 'rbartufac(ur;ers' ' 
representative gfoup'. , , . '. . . . 



If !~J~ll~i;\f t~t;r ,;c,,,,"',;' l:Si1te111~,< · 
x ~:,tl~1 . ·· . . ·· 

CONFERENCE ON 
EMdtEMI: , •... . 

·· ·· 1997· . . ·. i\ustifi;T:x .·•··· 

August1s~2i . . .·•··· . .· .·· 
t\11s tfo Convfri:tion Ctc; ·. 

. Hyati:Hotel 
Johrr dsbuiI1: · (512)8354684 

June 14>19 
11th INTERNATIONAL . 

.. . _.· : . :_ - ' . 

.. CONFERENCEON . 
HIGH~POWER .. 

s01.XJT1dNs Foa 
<MEDICALDEVICES 

·. ELECTROMAGNETIQS: 
EUROEM;98 

e-~ail: 97.emc:.syrrip@e1J1c:tp$fcorn ··• 

•••···• ~J:;:1·f j1f i7.ay···Marr1ott. • · 

\ (7()3)276i()]93, ext. z41 · 
. . ··.·: .·::: . . ::i ' <: •' __ .:: . 

. . ·· - ·.· · · 

Septeniijer 23,25 . .. . 
. ·• 19TH ANNUAL EOS/ 
··•.· ESDSYMPOSIUM 

Banta Clarfl.Conyention Ctr: 
t KoenV:eth-aege 
? Tei (609) 7.'34°2344 . 
: F'a)i.: ••. (609)734 .. 256.5 

>. August 17& 2t· 
> EMC SOCIETY BoD 
.·. Hyatt Regen~y; Auscjn, 't:x 
. Jant!t O'Neil,(206) .868~2558. 
. . . 

i.,l"~~1;~~~~ .. 
:}~1trJi~iP J .. 

. TelAviv,Israel 
The Secretariat Euorern'98 · . · . .. .. ... . . . . . 

Tel: 972 3 5140000 
•. . . . . . . 

· Fax: 972 3 5140077 
E-mail: eu;oem98@kenes.com 

.· . . . 

. November 7 
·. EMGSOCIETY 

STANDAROS . 
·coMMITTEE 
Marriott Marquis 
Atla,nta; GA .· · 
Dave Traver; (619} 673-2601 

· November 8 · 

1999 · 

. ~~;%!;-:;_~ ·· ·•: \e 
Adatn's Mark'HoteL 
Barty\Yallen .. · •. .. ·•· 
(30:3)682i660O 

Tokyo;Japan . 
(l11terna~iqnal•.IEEE:)·· 
MayJ7.;Zf . 

· S; Nitta . . 

· e"mai1: Qttta®c~.cuat.ac.Jp 

.· 1999 · Seattle, WK< .. 
·· ·. (NatiOn.afIEEE) 

·· . .. •. August.2;6 ••.•··.· ·•···· • 
. WestinfloteL 

2000 

2001 

BiJJGjertson ... 
. (206)773,-3482 

Washingto.q, DC 
.A\Jgiist21-25 
Washin:gton Hilto11 

. . Bill buffi ··. · · · · 
•(703)914:-8450 

: .Hyatt Regency, Austin, T:x ·· . E¥GSOCIETYBoD •· . 
. Dave Traver, {619)673~2601 . . MarriottMarquis;Atlarita,GA 

Montreal, Can;da . 
Mon:creal ConVelltiori Ctr. ·• 
ChristiaiDub6 · . 
{514)653.'.6674 : 

Janet O'Neil, (206) 868-2558 .. . 2002 
\:/ ·. . .· . . . . .· ·.· :> . •·· .. · .. .. . . .•. . .. · .. ·. •. . . . .•· . · ... 

Minneap{)lis/St Paul 
HyattRegency; Minneapolis 

. Dan Hoolihan · · . . . . 
. (6J2)638"0250 ; . 

!EIVl&SCooperating. Symposia 
•. fo•K: •·•··•··••··· Bi~11nually, even years; in Septemb~r . . 

·. > 2003 .· Tel-Aviv; Is~ael 

<Zurich Bi~11.hually; odd years .. 
Wroclaw 13ia11nually, eve.n years, in June. 

::?:•: i_: ;: :·· · -: .. _ . . . . . .· . . .. 

/ The/EEEEMCS Newsletter welcomes ··contributions 
· ··.forth is calendar page. Please send information to: 

. Editor,. IEfEEMCS Newsletter 
tax:(206)868-2558 · 

· e~mail:j.11~lJneil@ieee.org 

2003 

2004 

. (IntemationalIEEE) · 
. ElyaJoffe < \ .. · 

· fax: 9723Ji765~7065 
, . . . ':::. .. : .. \ ::\::.'./>: :;,:---_ ·. 

Boston, MA • > · 
(NationaIJEEE) > . 

... Mirko Matejic .· 
(508)549~Jl8S •• 

Santa Clara/ CA 
. Franz Gisin •·••.· .·•·. ·· 
( 408)492~3541. . . 
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The IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility Society is grateful for the 
assistance given by the firms listed below and invites application for 
Institutional Listings from other firms interested in the electromagnetic 
compatibility field. 

AMPLIFIER RESEARCH 
160 School House Road, Souderton, PA 18964-9990 

Telephone: (215) 723-8181 TWX: 510-661-6094 FAX: (215) 723-5688 
Broadband RF power amplifiers, 1 W to 50 kW, de to 18 GHz; Antennas and accessories for RF susceptibility testing; broadband 

E-ficld monitors and fiber-optic links 

CKC LABORATORIES, INC. 
Seven Locations in California, Oregon, and Washington 

Toll Free: (800) 500-4EMC FAX: (209) 742-6133 ckclabs@ckc.com 
Worldwide EMC-compliance testing, design consultation and seminar services DAR EN45001 and AZLA Accredited. Visit our 

Web at http://www.ckc.com · 

COMPLIANCE LABS, INC. 
16740 Peters Road, Middlefield, OH 44062 

Tel/Fax: (216) 632-5001 Web Site: www.compliancelabs.com 

EMC/EMl facilitcs for compliance testing and pre-compliance investigations. 

ELECTRO MAGNETIC APPLICATIONS 
P. 0. Box 260263, Denver, CO 80226 USA 

Telephone (303) 980-0070 FAX: (303) 980-0836 www.csn.net/-emaden 
EMA3D and MHARNESS Software, EM Analysis, and Test Planning/analysis 

EMCO 
P.O. Box 80589, Austin, TX 78708-0589 USA 

Telephone (512) 835-4684 Fax (512) 835-4729 
Essentials for EMC Testing: Antennas, Towers and Turntables, Broadband E-field Sensors, GTEM and TEIVI Cells, LISNs and 

Accessories 

FAIR-RITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box J, One Commercial Row, Wallkill, NY 12589 
Telephone: (914) 895-2055 FAX: (914) 895-2629 

Ferrite Cores for EMI Suppression, Bead-On-Leads, Surface Mount Beads and Multi-Hole Connector Blocks. 

MEDA MACINTYRE ELECTRONIC DESIGN ASSOCIATES 
485 Spring Park Place, Suite 350, VA 22070 

Tclephoen: (703) 471-1445 
· Hand-held Digital Fluxgatc Magnetometers. AC Magnetometets, Custom Sensor Design 

PATTON & ASSOCIATES 
4718 West El Camino Drive, Glandale, AZ 85302 

Telephone: (602) 934-5458 FAX: (602) 242-7700 
Worldwide Telecommunication Design Assistance and Agency Submittal 

RANTEC 
P.O. Box 80589, Austin, TX 78708-0589 USA 

Telephone (512) 835-4684 Fax (512) 339-4517 
Anechoic Shielded Rooms and Chambers, High-performance Absorbers 

REGULATORY CONSULTANTS NETWORK (RCNET) 
P.O. Box 344, Liberty Hill, TX 78642 

Telephone: (800) 326-6336 
International Regulatory Consulting for EMC Design (including mitigation of EMI/RFI, EMS, EMP, HIRF, etc.) Elecuical 

Produce Safety, Test Plans, Standards and Training 

TEXAS SPECTRUM ELECTRONICS, INC. 
9110 Autobahn Dr., Dallas, TX 75237 

Telephone (214) 296-3699 FAX: (214) 296-7881 
Custom EMI Filters, Miniature EM! Filters, Telecom Power Filters, Filter Arrays, and Filter Suppressor Networks 

WEINSCHEL, BRUNO ASSOCIATES 
42 Cessna Court, Gaithersburg, MD 20879 USA 

Telephone (301) 948-8342 Fax (301) 869-9783 
Attenuators, Fixed Terminations, 5-1000 (av.) W/10 kW pk. Power Cone. Var. 0-40 GHz; Power Splitters 0-18 GHz 

q
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An Institutional Listing recognizes contributions to support the publication of the IEEE NEWSLETTER and the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY. Minimum rates are $150.00 for listing in one issue; $400.00 for four consecutive issues. Larger 

contributions will be most welcome. No agency fee is granted for soliciting such contributions. Inquiries, or contributions made payable to 
the IEEE, plus Instructions on how you wish your Institutional Listing to appear, should be sent to the Finance Administrator, 

IEEE Technical Activities, 445 Hoes Lane, P. 0. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331. 




